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An interview with Utah
Governor George Clyde
on t h e s u b j e c t of
Southern Utah Tourism

Southern Utah is one of America's
last major wilderness frontiers. Cer-
tainly, its outdoor recreation potential
is unmatched in the Southwest.

What the future holds for this
majestic land is of vital importance

to a nation whose
cities and subur-
bias are pressing
outward, a n d
whose citizens
are overgrazing
those outdoor
recreation areas
close by the ma-
jor population
centers.

California's
Mojave and Col-

GOV. CLYDE orado deserts
are both taken up with population
booms; Armed Forces and Atomic
Energy Commission bombing ranges
have carved-out the heart of Nevada's
treeless expanse; Arizona is one of
the fastest growing states in the Union,
and it manages to fill its own choice
recreation areas without too much help
from Southern California's motor-
minded millions (witness Oak Creek
Canyon). Homes are springing up
around the rim of Salton Sea; the
Navajos are encouraging tourists to
visit their reservation; Death Valley is
invaded by 70,000 persons during the
summer months; the California High-
way Patrol is using airplanes to patrol
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UNUSUAL SCENIC TRIPS
Canyon Country Scenic Tours offers
trips in special four wheel drive
vehicles to inaccessible points of
interest.

Mexican Hat River Expeditions of-
fers one and two day boat trips in
the canyon of the San Juan River.
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famed Goosenecks of the San Juan,
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Monument, the Garden of the
Gods, Muley Point, Cedar Mesa,
Poncho House Ruin, and many
more.

By 1961, all-weather highway across
the Navajo Indian Reservation, be-
tween Tuba City and Monticello.

Mexican Hat is served regularly by
Monument Valley Stage, operating
between Flagstaff and Monticello.

For additional information write—

MEXICAN HAT
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6o\i. Clyde...
(continued from preceding page)

crowded desert highways in San Ber-
nardino County; the government is
attempting to clear out squatters on
land bordering the Lower Colorado
River.

All this is not to say that the desert-
lands of Arizona, California and Ne-
vada have lost their outdoor appeal.
It is to say that the boundaries of ab-
solute wilderness—areas still a couple
of day's travel from the clangor of
civilization—have been pushed back
to encircle the general vicinity of
southern Utah.

Recently, Desert Magazine asked
Governor George D. Clyde of Utah
12 questions touching on the outdoor
recreation future of the bottom half of
his state. Here are those questions,
and the governor's answers:

1. Is Utah planning a long-range
tourist promotion program?
Gov. Clyde: Yes, we have set up the
outline for a long-range tourist pro-
motion program. It should be noted
that Arizona and California accom-
plished remarkable tourist promotion
programs without direction from an
official state agency. Both of these
states now have such an agency, but
they both have done an outstanding
job with the efforts centered around
local groups, such as chambers of
commerce and travel promotion asso-
ciations. On the other hand, Utah's
effort has largely been the effort of
the Tourist and Publicity Council, with
very little or no cooperation from
either public or private enterprise on
the local level.

2. Will southern Utah be developed,
tourist-wise, by Utah primarily—or
by Federal agencies?

Gov. Clyde: Insofar as possible, Utah
should develop its own areas of recre-
ation under our State Park and Recre-
ation Commission, rather than calling
upon the Federal government to estab-
lish more national parks and monu-
ments.

3. What are present plans for the
Glen Canyon Recreation area?
Gov. Clyde: The National Park Serv-
ice's Glen Canyon National Recrea-
tion Area Master Plan provides for
the development of seven recreation
sites on Lake Powell, and one site on
the Colorado River below Glen Can-
yon Dam. The dam, Lee's Ferry, and
the Wahweap site on Lake Powell are
in Arizona. The remaining six sites—
Warm Creek, Hole-in-the-Rock, Oil
Seep Bar, Bullfrog Creek, Hite Basin

and Shock Bar—are in Utah. The
Navajo Indians are also planning rec-
reation developments on the Navajo
side of Lake Powell.

Glen Canyon National Recreation
Area Administration Headquarters
will be located at Wahweap. Other
facilities there will include: roads and
parking areas, air strip, visitor center,
marina, campground, picnic area,
swimming beach, and concession fa-
cilities such as a trailer village, stores
and eating and lodging facilities. This
construction program is tentatively
scheduled for fiscal years 1961
through 1964.

At Lee's Ferry, limited facilities will
be provided including boat launching
ramp, campground and picnic area.
Plans call for 1962-64 construction.

Bullfrog Creek and Warm Creek
will be comparable to Wahweap. Work
at Bullfrog Creek is slated for 1964-
68; Warm Creek: 1967-69.

Oil Seep Bar, Hole-in-the-Rock and
Shock Bar will be accessible by boat
only. Future demands may neces-
sitate the construction of access roads
to the latter two sites. Boat moorage,
limited overnight lodging, camp-
grounds, picnic areas, and eating and
store facilities are planned for these
three sites. An existing road and air
strip will be utilized to make Hite
Basin accessible.

4. At present there is no paved east-
west link across southern Utah. Are
plans for such a road on the draw-
ing boards?

Gov. Clyde: The earliest paved link
on the east-west highway system in
southern Utah will come about with
improvement of U-24. This route has
been a very popular tourist route into
the Wayne County Wonderland. The
Department of Highways in recent
years has completely surfaced the
highway from Green River south to

Kent Frost Jeep Trips
Into the Famous Utah Needles Area

Junction of the Green and Colorado rivers;
Indian and Salt creeks; Davis, Lavender,
Monument, Red, Dark and White canyons;
Dead Horse and Grand View points; Ho-
venweep and Bridges national monuments.

Historical Mormon Trail of 1820
—$25 daily per person. Includes sleeping
bags, transportation, guide service, meals.

Write KENT FROST, Monticello, Utah.
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Hanksville and several miles westward.
Complete surfacing within the Capitol
Reef National Monument to Giles is
under consideration by the Bureau of
Public Roads.

5. Are there any new undeveloped
park or scenic areas in southern
Utah that are earmarked for early
development by the state?

Gov. Clyde: These areas are in some
stage of acquisition or development:

Brigham Young Winter Home in
St. George. Restoration is planned.

Jacob Hamblin Home, Santa Clara,
will be restored to its original condi-
tion.

Dixie State Park north of St.
George. Washington County has con-
tributed 295 acres. The State Park
Commission has acquired 1138 acres
of land, and water has been success-
fully filed on.

Coral Pink Sand Dunes. The state
plans camping, picnicking and over-
look improvements at this site.

Kodachrome Basin and Grosvenor
Arch. The state has made application
for purchase of this land from the
Bureau of Land Management. Over-
night camping and trailer park facili-
ties are planned.

Escalante Petrified Forest in Gar-
field County. The state has applied
to purchase the land, and it will pro-
tect petrified wood, develop trails and
prepare local interpretive displays.

Monument Valley. The state plans
an information center and an entrance
portal at the state line.

Anasazi Indian Village State Park.
The state is in the process of acquiring
eight acres of land at this prehistoric
Indian village in Garfield County, and
is contemplating an area museum and
headquarters development.

Goosenecks of the San Juan River.
San Juan County has improved the
road to a 10-acre overlook site, and
the state expects to install a picnic
shelter, parking area and sanitation
facilities.

'White yum
Canyon Adventm"

with

HATCH
River Expeditions

Vernal, Utah
Grand Canyon, May 4. May
26th, June 6th—9 days each.
$295 each. Other trips, too.

Newspaper Rock, Indian Creek,
San Juan County. The state has made
application to purchase 200 acres of
land in this area. Contributions from
Desert Magazine to aid in the pur-
chase of the protective fence have
been received.

Dead Horse Point. San Juan County
contributed 627 acres, to which the
state has added more land. Develop-
ments are underway.

Valley of the Goblins. The state
has requested the Bureau of Land
Management to make a survey of this
area so that applications to acquire
land can be submitted.

Green River, Emery County. Ap-
proximately 53 acres of land has been
acquired from the state. A boat ramp
was constructed, and development of
picnic, parking and sanitary facilities
are planned.

6. What is the state's attitude toward
maintaining certain areas as prim-
itive or wilderness areas?

Gov. Clyde: It is my feeling that the
primitive and wilderness areas on the
national forests and national parks in
Utah would provide enough of the
large undeveloped areas to be main-
tained in primitive conditions.

I believe, however, that areas of
restricted or limited use should logi-
cally be a part of the state park pro-
gram. We might consider the Needles
Area as an example of such areas. It
is a very unique and unusual area. It
is so rugged and primitive that we feel
transportation should be limited to
four-wheel-drive vehicles, horses and
foot travel, and camping and sanita-
tion facilities should be of rustic nature
with administrative buildings located
only at the two points of entry.

Such a designated area in the state
park program might be advertised as
a four-wheel-drive wilderness area, and
would attract much national interest
from four-wheel-drive travelers and
horse and hiking clubs in the western
country. It is an area that would re-
quire a minimum of protection and
could be used by this type of travel
with a minimum of damage and de-
struction.

There are probably other areas in
the state, such as Land of Standing
Rocks, Valley of the Goblins, Circle
Cliffs, and Grand Gulch that would
have a minimum of development of
blacktop highways.

7. What do you regard as southern
Utah's prime tourist market?
Gov. Clyde: More of Southern Utah's
tourists come from California than from
any other state. Counts at Zion National
Park and other places in southern Utah

APPROVED

MFOUR
Utah's Finest Complete

GUEST RANCH
Located in the heart of Southeastern

Utah's most scenic area.

To make your spring and summer
reservations write—

EV & BETTY SCHUMAKER

P.O. BOX 963, MOAB, UTAH
or phone Alpine 3-6801

Send for FREE Brochure
and information

Neoprene barge boats, equip-
ment and guide service through
the lovely Glen Canyon on the
San Juan and Colorado rivers

SEASON: April through August
EMBARKATION & DEBARKATION

POINTS: Hite, Utah, or Mexican
Hat, Utah, to Kane Creek above
the Glen Canyon Dam — 150
miles

TIME FOR TRIP: 5 to 7 days
A never-to-be-forgotten experience in
a land of breath-taking enchantment

For details write:

RIVER EXPEDITIONS
968 JAMES CT. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
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indicate that approximately 30% of the
visitors to Southern Utah are from Cali-
fornia. We would assume from our sur-
veys that the prime tourist market for
Southern Utah is Southern California.

8. Has the State of Utah taken any
steps to control safety on guided
river tours?
Gov. Clyde: The State Park and Rec-
reation Commission has developed an
application form that is required for
regattas and special boating events

pick up and go
VagaBondia!

Get away from it all and carry the comforts of
home with you! Fishing, hunting, camping, travel-
ing, relaxing . . . life's more fun with a Vaga-
Bondia!
• Sleeps 4 to 6! • Beautiful interior!
• Fits any pickup! • Completely outfitted!
• 6 '1" headroom! * 25% more quality!

• Cab-over models from !pl 1 2 T . 5 0

FREE BROCHURE! Write Dept. D

VaqaBowUa25323 S. NORMANDIE AVE.
HARBOR CITY, CALIF.

such as the "Friendship Cruise" and
"Marathon" on the Colorado and
Green rivers. This form is not nec-
essarily required by individuals con-
ducting guided tours of the rivers, but
we would be very happy to work with
such groups if we have the oppor-
tunity. Much of this application deals
with safety items.

The Attorney General has inform-
ally advised me that the state is not
authorized to restrict the public use of
streams. We feel certain that each
year there are many boat trips made
on the rivers of Utah without our
knowledge or supervision.

The United States Coast Guard has
classified certain portions of the Col-
orado, Green and San Juan rivers as
non-navigable. A particularly danger-
ous portion of the Colorado—Cataract
Canyon—is under this classification.

Thus far our Boating Division has
spent much time and attended many
meetings in all parts of Utah stressing
safety and good manners on the water.
Boat safety and safety equipment in-
spection is a part of every boat regis-
tration, and patrolmen are constantly
correcting unsafe driving and making
suggestions on use of safety equip-
ment.

9. Do you anticipate any immediate

i Hlaaazine -Jrrt
presents a special showing of paintings by

R. BROWNELL McGREW
(the artist whose experiences on the Colorado River appear in this issue)

MARCH 3-APRIL 5

PUBLIC INVITED • ADMISSION FREE
From 9 to 5:30 daily, including Sundays

The Gallery is located on Hwy. I l l in Palm Desert, Calif.
(The current season of one-man shows will conclude

with Burl Procter's exhibit, April 6 - May 15.)

upswing in southern Utah's tourism
when the Monument Valley road is
completely paved?

Gov. Clyde: Definitely. Completion of
this road will make it possible for
Southern California people to travel
into Monument Valley via Flagstaff
on a paved road. Our experience in-
dicates that there is a great deal of in-
terest in Monument Valley among
Southern Californians.

It will also be possible, when this
road is paved, for visitors coming from
the other direction to travel into Mon-
ument Valley, thence on a paved road
to Tuba City, and on to Glen Canyon
Dam, which holds a great deal of in-
terest to our visitors.

10. What of southern Utah's Indians?
What does the future hold for them?

Gov. Clyde: As far as the tourist in-
dustry is concerned, the Indians can
do much to benefit themselves in the
tourist trade through the development
of their arts and crafts. Most visitors
who come West expect to see the In-
dians, and learn more about them. It
is important, therefore, that our In-
dians, and people and agencies work-
ing with them, realize the great poten-
tial in the development of arts and
crafts, and other elements of an
historic program to portray the Indians
in their natural culture.

11. Would you say that southern
Utah's business people are as tourist
conscious as they should be? What
is the state doing to encourage these
people to recognize the importance
of a healthy tourist business?

Gov. Clyde: Southern Utah's business
people are not as tourist conscious as
they should be. However, there has
been a lot of work done to alter this
situation. State officials have appear-
ed in, and have conducted, economic
development clinics, meetings of serv-
ice clubs and special tours in this part
of the state. As proof that this effort
is paying off, we cite last year's excel-
lent "Indian Summer Days" promo-
tional program carried on by the people
of southern Utah. Sponsored by the
Five-County Organization, it was the
first real step taken locally to assist
and augment the state's tourist promo-
tion program:

12. How does hunting and fishing
revenue compare with tourist dollars
from non-hunters and non-fishermen
in southern Utah? Does the state an-
ticipate a shift in this balance as
recreation increases in the Glen
Canyon Reservoir area?

Gov. Clyde: Figures are not available,
but a shift in this balance is antici-
pated. / / /
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The Needles

MONUMENT VALLEY
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Commission
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AN ARTIST ON THE COLORADO
W HERESOEVER the carcass is,

there will the eagles be gather-
ed together.

These words of Our Lord came
naturally to mind when five not partic-
ularly eagle-like voyagers descended
upon the remote dorp of Hite, situated
on the Colorado River, whose vermic-
ular Glen Canyon provides the analo-
gue of the carcass in this instance.
From central and southern California,
from Kentucky and from New Mexico,
five of us came churning over some
of Utah's vestigial roads to fling our-
selves, boats, food and gear onto the
river's restless bosom. For some 150
miles she would carry us, in however
erratic and refractory fashion, into a
little-known wilderness abounding in
grandeur, surprise, history and pre-
history. And mud.

A hoary aphorism, "too thick to
drink, too thin to plow," was coined
to describe the Colorado, but I suspect
this has been accepted in a dull un-
thinking fashion, never given the bene-
fit of a fair trial. A fine crop could
be raised, I feel sure, if only some way
can be devised to keep the fish from
eating the seed before it takes root.
Of course you might plant in one state
and harvest in another, but such de-
tails can be ironed out. Meanwhile
the other two boats have started down
the river, and we'd best catch up, since
they contain the painting equipment
and food.

Glen Canyon is not a "thrill trip"
as are the Grand, San Juan and Cata-
ract. Three of our group were artists,
and the expedition sported a dozen
assorted cameras with a half boat-load
of film, so this was to be primarily a
pictorial jaunt. Bill and Scotty, both
rangers, are semipro photographers,
and a third ranger, Bill Hoy (on the
trip and hereinafter referred to as
'Billhoy' for obvious reasons) was an
avid learner. The only purist was
Pauline, who stuck to pencil and
crayola throughout .the trip, doubtless
an expression of pent-up artistic fury
at having her muse held so long at
bay by housewifely devoirs. One night
as I creaked into my bedroll after a
hot tiring day, I thought my fatigue-

By R. BROWNUL McGREW

deluded eyes beheld an ignus fatuus in
the brush upstream, but it was only
Pauline sketching by flashlight. Once,
as she faithfully copied a 300-foot wall
of petroglyphs, Bill asked why she
didn't omit the duplicates, the imper-
fect and the insignificant. "Oh,"
answered Pauline with never a pause
in her pencil, "I don't want to stop and
sort them out."

At first I was apprehensive that I'd
somehow fallen in with a gang of fugi-
tive blackguards, for Scotty and Bill
seemed always to be hiding under
black rags, which they also used in the
evening for some sort of arcane ritual,
but it eventually dawned on me that
this all had something to do with view
cameras and film-changing. However,
it did make for some silly-looking
landscapes, to see, wherever one look-
ed, grown men hunched under black
cloths and stumbling about over the
terrain, colliding with one another and
like as not including each other in a
good share of their exposures.

Nearly anything one can say about
the river suffers the disadvantage that
it ain't so—at least part of the time.
For what is true of a particular spot
at one moment may not be so next
day and almost certainly will be men-
dacious at another season. We went
down on a very high and generally
rising river which all but covered a
wicked rock below Powell's Music
Temple where, just a year before, the
assault raft in which Billhoy and I
made the journey had been upended
so that my companion, sans life jacket,
came within seconds of drowning be-
fore the intrepid Bill Jones could man-
euver his fold-boat to the rescue. And
only a year previous to this incident,
the same rock claimed the life of an-
other traveler whose body, like Bill-
hoy's entire outfit, was never recover-
ed. Yet when we passed, a slight
swirl was the only evidence of this
monster. A difficult landing may be
a bagatelle in lower water, or higher;
a bar may have become an island, and
a favorite camp may be invisible on
your return visit. I even saw one
stretch of river that appeared fresh
and clean, though I suppose it was
merely full of water-colored dirt at
that point.

Variety is the Colorado's one con-
stant. We spent many delightful hours

drifting through quiet sunshine as an
imperceptible current wafted us gently
through halcyon vistas. Tremendous
cliffs, carved and figured with incon-
ceivable patterns, soared from the
water into the sky. Gradually these
ramparts declined and permitted us
sweeping views of tumbled hills and
mesas, with rugged castlelike buttes
or a snow-covered mountain blue in
the distance. Herons frequently plum-
meted from their perches and planed
over the water in a long, leisurely
course. An occasional egret graced
our vision with its undulant flight to
some aerie where boats and men do
not intrude. Now and again a heavy-
bodied beaver would hurtle from the
willows into the water, and it became
a game to chase him over the river's
quiet reaches in an effort to anticipate
the spot where he would surface.

It is strange that in this crowded
scurrying world, whose reflective peo-
ple are concerned about a population
explosion, the river world is less busy
than it once was. First the Indians
ranged the river, then the white man
came with cabins and mines to leave
his mark in numerous places through-
out the canyon. The traveler now
stops at any number of shacks and
shafts that once kept at least part of
the river humming with activity. A
great many markers are still to be seen
along the canyon walls, placed there
a half-century ago by a prospective
railroad builder, the same gentleman
whose big dredge now thrusts a few
rusty feet of steel above the waters
which long since have claimed the
rest of the machine and its builder's
dreams of empire. Some of the shanties
and wickiups along the river are so
situated they give one to wonder about
the owner's character and relationships
with the law. At any rate, we could
not explain why a stone hut should
be erected in a spot waterless, invisi-
ble, inaccessible and inhospitable,
when immediately across the river lay
a broad sunny bar with all the features
of a fine homesite. A riverman show-
ed us relics from what must have
been a considerable establishment in
some fastness of the White Canyon
region, but no one can guess the
reason for such a hostelry, or its means
of support, unless it was run for rough
individuals on pelf illgotten in more
civilized areas.



One interesting thing about the
Curlyrado (as a glance at the map
suggests it should be called) is that the
bottom of the river is quite as active
as the top, often more so. Queer chug-
gings, gluggings and swirlings seemed
continually to menace the boats even
in the calmest stretches, and we felt the
river gods were grumbling at our im-
pudent presence. Sure enough, they
would soon begin to roar in earnest as
we approached a rapid, when invar-
iably someone would endeavor to un-
settle Pauline by reaching for his life-
jacket, remarking with an air of "forced
casualness that the map said this was
a bad one, as the increasing bellow
of the water told us the river was de-
manding human sacrifice. It engen-
dered feelings both of relief and indig-
nation that our party was rejected
en toto. We still think we're human.
Sort of.

In the rapids, too, the river asserted
her feminine characteristics by giving
us a merely pleasurable tossing in those
stretches that were advertised as Glen
Canyon's not-very-formidable worst;
but at Oak Creek and Twilight Can-
yon, which are usually the merest rif-
fles, she gave us a splendid drenching
which necessitated unpacking and
overturning the raft to get the river
back where it belonged.

Here I ought to pass along a tech-
nique evolved by Bill to obviate all
possibility of capsizing, even in the
Grand. As the accompanying sketch
shows, his device consists in piling

gear and boxes haphazardly into the
boat until there is no room for water
to get in. Of course, his craft looked
like a bachelor's kitchen in the ghetto,
but that's a small price to pay for
plenary safety. He didn't lose a thing
even from a shelf at the rear of his
boat where Pauline's acquisitions of
purpled glass nestled among several
dozen jars of marmalade, mustard,
catsup, jam, taco sauce, sunburn lo-
tion, anchovies, peanut butter, Schen-
ley's, lint and whatnot, till the whole
looked like Manet's painting of the
bar at the Folies Bergere.

One day during lunch Uncle's three
minions fell into an erudite discussion
of the Colorado's topography and ge-
ology, with particular reference to the
bend of the river where we were
stopped. Eventually they got the whole
matter straightened out to everyone's
satisfaction, and I spent the following
hour or two just feeling grateful to
my learned companions for the light
they had shed on this abstruse prob-
lem. This benevolent feeling was hold-
ing up just fine when we rounded a
curve where the conditions discussed
at lunch were precisely reversed. The
whole enigma was cleared up for me,
however, on the return by air to Hite,
for any fool can see from this vantage
point that the whole thing was done
by a giant with a big stick, a theory
nearly as scientific and vastly more
enjoyable than the jejune pedestrian-
ism of the textbooks.

When the wind blows, as it does

with regrettable frequency and en-
thusiasm, the river is not the most
pleasant place in the cosmos, especi-
ally if you are endeavoring to keep
a 400-pound pontoon raft from being
blown back to Hite. In these circum-
stances, a few hours on the business
end of a paddle goes a long way to-
wards trimming the midriff and elim-
inating restless tossing and turning in
the bedroll. Just why these malign
gales never blow downstream is a
conundrum I'm still working on.

Shortly after returning home I saw
a movie in which a boat glided
smoothly alongside its wharf as a
crewman, line in hand, stepped casu-
ally from craft to planking. This gave
me a wry chuckle as I sat there cosset-
ing a double-hernia acquired from
scrambling on and off boats in a 10-
mile current, jumping into two feet of
mud with a carton of canned food,
faced with a 12-foot bank whose ver-
tical slope managed to support an
impenetrable growth of tamarisk. All
my notions of boating had been formed
by "The Wind in the Willows," and
these fond illusions were summarily
fragmented by the Colorado, or the
"Cararriver" as the rat pack call it,
in deference to one of the best-known
guides. But if one is not to stay on
the river till he finds himself plugged
into the generators at the Glen Can-
yon Dam, he gets ashore somehow,
never mind eyes full of twigs, shat-
tered shins and 18 pounds of gumbo
on each foot. If there is no tree or

. . WAFTED US GENTLY THROUGH HALCYON VISTAS"



THE JONES ANTI-CAPSIZING TECHNIQUE

rock to which a mooring line may be
secured with some degree of assur-
ance, the technique is to dig a short
trench in the sand parallel to the river,
perhaps 10 inches deep. This forms
the cross bar of a "T" whose other
member is a trench sloping out to-
ward the river. Your mooring line
is tied to a short stout stick which is
buried in the first trench, the line
running out the sloping ditch. Voila!

Now we are ashore, probably on
one of the numerous bars that line
the river. Being unfamiliar with this
sort of thing, you might think the first
thing on the program would be the
bandaging of wounds, or counting sur-
vivors, gathering firewood and prepar-
ing a meal, finding a place to sleep—
but you would be wrong. The first
thing is taking pictures and sketching.

Eventually, however, the light gives
out and mundane matters compel our
attention. A rock fireplace must be
constructed to support our cooking
grill, and Scotty is uncontested cham-
pion at this. Some of his examples
were so fine he couldn't bear to leave
them and we concluded our trip with
about 1 Vz inches of freeboard. What
with these masonry masterpieces and
Pauline's indefatigable rockhounding,
we had probably the first rock-bot-
tomed cobblestoned boats ever to make
this voyage.

Scotty did find a way to preserve
his feet from this harsh pavement. We
had been out only a day or so when
he began walking on the bread, which
was dandy for his bunions but mighty
rough on our sandwiches. Another
interesting feature of our camps was

> c • • • • *

" . . . REACHING FOR HIS LIFE JACKET . . . AS THE INCREASING BELLOW OF
THE WATER TOLD US THE RIVER WAS DEMANDING HUMAN SACRIFICE."

watching the antics of our grill, which
had evidently been fabricated from
solder or old chewing gum. As soon
as the match was struck, the grill be-
gan sagging into the flames while we
watched with bated breath to see if the
coffee water would boil before the
increasing cant of the grill dumped it
into the fire. Next meal we would
reverse the grill, starting it in a con-
vex position and letting it melt straight.

We ate well, however, since all three
rangers were good cooks. By com-
mon unspoken consent, I was relieved
of cooking after one meal, and not
long afterward I contrived to acquire
a slight burn on one hand (not my
brush hand, of course) which lasted,
by an odd coincidence, exactly to the
end of the trip and excused me from
any further dishwashing. Experience
and resourcefulness in these matters
are invaluable.

This hour of gloaming, when the
roar of camera shutters had subsided
for the day, was the best time for talk,
and since we were a literate group, all
having got safely past Dick and Jane,
the conversation ranged far and free.
There were, as I remember, only two
camps which did not provide the scene
for another installment of a trip-long
argument between the two Bills over
the merit and relevance of some book
which contends that a certain James
White was the first man to run the
Colorado, not Major Powell as is
thought by the unwashed. In our
lighter moments we discussed the im-
pact of American civilization on others,
the relationship of color to chiaros-
curo, the use of the indefinite article in
Lope de Vega, symbolism in Tom
Swift, how to tell Head Rangers from
the animals, the Oedipus Complex in
Beatrix Potter, and Franz Kafka on
Elvis Presley as well as Elvis Presley
on Franz Kafka. Anyone wishing re-
prints of these conversations may have
same by sending in $100 in check or
money order.

Those casual, relaxed moments to-
ward the end of the evening meal were
frequently utilized to check up on the
day's wear and tear on clothing and
gear, for the river, oddly enough, is
harder than the mountains on these
items. This is due, no doubt, to the
mud and muck that expedite the dis-
integration of almost everything. Scot-
ty's boots looked like something the
Donner Party threw away, and he
stood contemplating them one evening,
wondering if they would last out the
trip. "Well," he said, consoling him-
self, "these boots have really been
around, though." He drained his cof-
fee cup and continued thoughtfully,
"This is the second pair of soles I've
put on 'em." A pause, then a barely
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audible afterthought: "And the third
pair of tops."

A word about clothing may be in
order for those who contemplate a
similar expedition. The oldest and
rattiest you have should do nicely, as
you'll probably throw away whatever
tatters still cling to your frame at
trip's end. If you must acquire a few
outdoorish togs and have in you some-
thing of the conformist, you can be
right in style on the river with "Surplus
Classical," as we came to designate
our finery. One drizzly evening we
stood about admiring Scotty's rain suit
and someone asked where he had ob-

/ '

tained it. "At the surplus store," came
the answer. "Is there other stores that
sell clothes?" (Even one's grammar
tends to get sleazy on the river.)

These rain, or clown, suits are ex-
cellent sartorial additions for the
river's distaff weather. They're very
roomy; in fact the wearer generally
takes two or three steps before the
suit moves, and there's plenty of
room for your bedroll, cameras, air
mattress and dry firewood. In a
pinch the rest of the party can climb
in with you. You'll want a hat, but
take Billhoy's advice and eschew
straw. He left Hite with a fine new
bonnet whose crown and brim began
to part company after some three or
four hours, and only the latter was
present at Kane Creek, the take-out
point.

No doubt the real rationale of a
Glen Canyon excursion does not con-
cern the river at all, except as it pro-
vides entree to the myriad side can-
yons which would be otherwise acces-
sible only with the greatest expenditure
of effort and time merely to examine
one such locale. Literally hundreds
of invitations are extended to the boat-
man—a genuine embarras de richesses
—ranging from nooks and crannies
to gorges almost as large as the Colo-
rado's own mighty defile.

Powell named this section of the
Colorado for the plethora of side can-
yons and tributaries, which he called
"glens." Some of these are navigable
for a short way, usually with consid-
erable effort to get through the river's

current and over sandbars which pile
up in the mouths of such small streams.
Many of the glens are accessible only
in this fashion, but some issue into
the river through large bars where
ample space and wood afford fine
camps. Though this country is almost
exclusively sandstone, the character of
the side canyons is surprisingly varied.
In some it is possible to proceed only
a short distance before coming to im-

areas of the Glen, but we saw no
traces of any.

Delight and surprise await the ex-
plorer anywhere in the glens. We were
evidently the first group down the
river this year, for we found no fresh
camps or sign of boating parties. What

passable walls, while others follow a
lengthy anfractuous course into remote
wilderness. Some provide spacious
forested glades, while others confine
the wayfarer with sheer gigantic walls
which seem nearly to meet in the sky
and into which chasms the sun can
penetrate only at a few points and for
a short while.

Often such canyons form enormous
grottoes and caverns that remain deli-
ciously cool and shadowed on scorch-
ing afternoons. Most such places have
a small stream, at least early in the
year, or a spring or two so that the
area supports its quota of greenery
and wildlife. Cottonwoods and oak
seem to predominate in the canyons,
whereas willow and tamarisk pre-empt
the river banks and bars. Redbud is
seen rather frequently, and any num-
ber of small flowers abound, all which
are put to shame when blooms appear
on the beavertail cactus that actually
carpets some areas of the region.

In the canyons, as well as on the
river, beaver are active, some of them
evidently a peculiar subdivision of the
species, characterized by extraordinary
energy and witlessness. I saw one tree
that looked like a crankshaft, so often
had brother beaver chewed up and
down it from various sides, and the
pile of chips must have got so deep
the tree couldn't fall. In the bed of
one creek were deer tracks that meas-
ured a full 31/2 inches across, half
again as long, I should guess, as any
I've seen in the mountains. Wild
horses are supposed to frequent some

^

"THIS WAS PRIMARILY A PICTORIAL JAUNT"

then was my astonishment one day as
I wandered up-canyon alone, to dis-
cover that I was following fresh bare-
foot human tracks. By way of con-
trast, a few days later Billhoy and I
were making our way up another can-
yon which seemed to be leading us
into a wild fastness untrodden by the
foot of man, when we rounded a bend
to behold a shiny new helicopter squat-
ting beside the stream, looking for all
the world like a big toy hung in a
Christmas tree. One does need to ex-
ercise a little caution, howbeit, for
quite a few of these areas have some
quicksand, and I can testify to the
disconcerting unpleasantness of going
in a flash up to the knee in the stuff
while alone and well away from any
possibility of help.

Typical of the larger glens was Lake
Canyon, up which we rowed a short
distance to make camp. The stream
was rather larger than most we saw,
and provided a happy reminder of
many a night in the Sierra when I
spread my bedroll beside musical
waters and lay listening to the sooth-
ing frolicsome sound at my feet. When
the moon cleared the opposite wall of
the canyon, it gleamed through a tra-
cery of tamarisk that nodded in the
night sky and lulled the watcher
through drowsiness into deep cool

—continued on page 35
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AMERICA'S LAST

| WILDERNESS FRONTIER

HUNTER: MUSICIANS. SORGHUM MAKER
JACK BUTLER WAS bom in Little-

rock, Arkansas, in 1885. His father
was a New Mexico rancher and

cowman. Other than this, little is
known of his formative years.

While most of his peers were strug-
gling to master the McGuffy Reader,
Butler was drifting through Texas into
Arizona and Utah. Before he was
20, he had killed his first mountain
lion.

The instinct to hunt is in most men.
Some—like Butler—it possesses. He
hunted twice with Jim Owen, who was
known in his later years as "Uncle
Jim," the great hunter of the Kaibab.
Butler remembers Uncle Jim as an old
man with old dogs, but it wasn't al-
ways so. Jim Owen and his trained
pack practically eliminated the cougar
from the high country of northern
Arizona. Owen gained much of his
fame by serving as a guide for Theo-
dore Roosevelt.

Uncle Jim's career pointed the way
for other lion hunters. It was not the
bounty on lions, but the money to be
had from guiding wealthy clients that
made it a lucrative sport. Butler
learned the trade quickly, and settled
in southern Utah where lion were
still plentiful and a tolerable living
could be made from dude hunting.

A professional lion hunter has two
things in common with an aerial
trapezist. It's not the safest way to
make a living, and insurance is im-
possible to come by. Although Butler
has never been maimed by a lion, he
has brushed death several times. The
mountain lion is one of the most
powerful and fleet-footed predators
on the North American continent.
Only the Mexican jaguar is more fer-
ocious. The world's record for a lion
is 300 pounds, measuring eight feet
from the tip of the tail to the tip of
the nose. A big cat will average over
200 pounds. The cougar ranges from
Canada to Central America, feeds
mostly on deer, wild horses, and oc-
casionally, livestock.

Butler's biggest cat dressed out at
217 pounds at a time when you could

FRANK JBHSBN

track-down a lion a day. "In them
days a hunt would cost a customer
$300 for 10 days," Butler recalled,
scratching at the gray stubble on his
chin. "And the hunter furnished his
own gun, ammunition, and bedroll.

"The most lions I ever caught in
one day was five—all of 'em members
of the same family in one tree."

On other occasions Butler has lifted
his dogs over rocky ledges to hold
a cornered lion at bay. Once he shot
a treed lion on the edge of the Grand
Canyon. His partner wound the tail
of the dead cat around the tree trunk
to keep the animal from slipping over
the edge of the precipice.

In a half-century of hunting, Jack
Butler has killed or caught more than
a thousand mountain lions, and with
such men as Jim Owen and Ben Lily,
ranks as one of the great Western
hunters of all time.

At 75, Butler still rides his own
horse, and hunts occassionally. His
craggy face is lined with the marks of
a life lived hard, and at a fast pace.
A recluse at heart, Butler would rather
tend sheep than be caught-up in the
melee of a civilized world. When
the conversation turns to something
other than lion hunting, Butler will turn
away dreamily and look toward a
mountain pass.

"That yonder ridge," he says, "is
great lion country.

THE TRADITIONS of a pioneer
past are carried on by such
organizations a s t h e DUP

(Daughters of Utah Pioneers) Gran-
ny Band from the fanning village of
Washington in southwestern Utah. Its
members are all descendants of Mor-
mon pioneers who came to Utah's
Dixie in the 1850s to plant cotton.

Washington was named for the
Nation's founder, and was the first
town to be settled by the Cotton
Mission of 1857. The Granny Band
was organized in 1957—the town's
centennial year—as a county DUP
band. It later changed its name to the
Granny Band since all of its members
are either grandmothers or great-grand-

mothers ranging in age from a youth-
ful 61 to 80-plus.

The band has more than 100 num-
bers in its repertoire, from "Whoa,
Mule, Whoa," to "Doggie in the
Window."

"We don't like to think we're limit-
ed to that ancient stuff," says its out-
spoken bandmaster, Misha Nielsen
Bigler.

Since its founding four years ago,
the band has grown in popularity,
finding itself in demand for parades,
weddings, concerts, and old-time
square dances. The secret of the
Granny Band success, confides Mrs.
Bigler, is that the band plays "for the
sheer joy of playing." Occasionally
the grandmothers are carried away by
their own renditions, waltzing or jig-
ging in time with the music.

The Granny Band has its versatile
members. Among them is 79-year
old Nellie Jolley Pectol who doubles
on the harmonica and as a whistler for
the "Mocking Bird." She also does a
dog barking bit for "Doggie in the
Window." A n o t h er grandmother,
Manya Sprowl Mathews, who is 70,
plays the mouth organ and the guitar
at the same time.

The Granny Band is not a true
martial band since its instruments con-
sist of harmonicas, guitars, a baritone
ukulele, snare drum, and piano.

"We'd look foolish carrying around
a base drum or trying to blow a trom-
bone," says Mrs. Bigler. In spite of
this unconventional ensemble, the
Granny Band manages to be musical,
and its rendition of the "Mocking
Bird" usually brings down the house.

Members of the band can play by
ear or note. Most come from families
where mastering one or more musical
instruments was taken for granted.
The bandmaster's grandfather, for ex-
ample, was a Dannish fiddler who
came to Utah as a Mormon convert.
Another member's father was a band-
master, while his father before him
played a fife and base. drum.

The Granny Band meets every Mon-
day to practice, and when the weather
is favorable, as it is most of the time
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A MEMBER OF THE
GRANNY BAND

- . > t

in Washington, the members play out-
of-doors on the church lawn.

For public appearances, and occas-
ionally in private, the Grannies wear
the old-time bonnets, empire cloaks,
and ankle length dresses with tiers of
lace that were part of a bygonne age.

THE MAKING OF sorghum mo-
lasses is an old Southern custom
not necessarily limited to the

South. A taste for the bitter-sweet
syrup was acquired more than a cen-
tury ago by Mormon pioneers who
settled southern Utah.

Just who it was that first introduced
sorghum-making to Utah's Dixie is
lost in memory, although the technique
of boiling the cane juice to a syrupy
molasses remains essentially the same
as in pioneer days.

One man who still practices this art
is William McMullin, a 72-year-old
sorghum-cooker from the farming
hamlet of Leeds. McMullin, who
learned sorghum-making from his
father, cooks the juice in eight open
inter-connected vats, while his fore-
bears used a single large wooden
trough with an iron bottom.

"You tell from the bubbles and the
color of the juice when the vat is ready
to tap," says McMullin, who compares
making sorghum to a woman baking
a cake. The waste is skimmed off
the top with wooden paddles, while
the juice is transfered to the next tub
for further distilling. The skimmings
make good hog feed, and in the past
have been used as an essential ingre-
dient in the distilling of white mule
whiskey.

A century ago the cane was ground
in the field by two horses yoked to
a 20-foot post which turned the cylin-
drical mills. Today a machine does the
same job, producing 100 gallons of
juice where the pioneers made 25.

The sorghum juice is actually press-
ed from the stalk of the cane which
grows 10 to 12 feet high. The tassel,
which contains the seed, is used for
next year's planting, while the pulp
is used for livestock silage.

Sorghum molasses itself is used to
make such delictables as molasses cake,
corn bread, sorghum cookies, and as
a sweetening on hot cakes and baked
beans.

Youngsters also go for sorghum
taffy and old-fashion sorghum syrup
candy, designed to satisfy any sweet
tooth.

McMullin is proud of the goodness
his skill produces. / / /
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EXPLORING THE WATER POCKET FOLD
IF PLANE WINDOWS opened, I

would have been leaning out to get
a better view of the exciting relief

map over which we were flying. But,
few of my fellow passengers bothered
to look out when a disembodied voice
announced over the loudspeaker that
we were high above Zion National
Park.

As the lofty temples of Zion, and
then the pink filigree work of Bryce
Canyon, flashed under the wings, I
was seized with a mad desire to stand
up and shout: "Why don't you look?
We're over the Colorado Plateau—
the most rugged and colorful province
in the world!"

Instead, I excused myself, climbed
over several pair of feet, and went to
the opposite side of the plane to
glimpse whatever aspect of the amaz-
ing terrain would be revealed from
that perch.

It was a strange sight: a great up-
lift, extending as far as I could see,
swinging in a great arc from a moun-
tain mass to the Colorado River, where
it disappeared from view. Along one
side of this uplift ran a trough, seem-
ingly gouged-out by gigantic earth-
moving equipment. The crest of the
uplift rippled with intricately - cut
rocks of many tints and shades.

This was the Water Pocket Fold,
perhaps the grandest feature of its
kind in the Plateau Country—a region
specializing in the immense, the awe-
some, and the weirdly beautiful. It
was a phenomenon of nature that I
determined to see and explore first
hand. Months later, after studying all
the geologic maps I could find, and
then arranging for guides to take my
photographer husband and me into
the area, we started off for Southern
Utah and the fulfillment of a wish
born 18,000 feet above the desert.
It was early September when we left
our home on the Pacific Coast, and
headed east through Las Vegas to
reach U.S. 89 via St. George and Zion
Canyon. At Sigurd, we took Utah

By JOYCE MUENCH
Photographs by Josef Muench
— See Cover Illustration —

State 24 to Capitol Reef National
Monument.

Our first discovery came when we
learned that Capitol Reef actually em-
braces the first 20 miles of the Water
Pocket Fold. A national monument
since 1937, Capitol Reef boasts access
by pavement and a great future. While
this is only the beginning of the Water
Pocket Fold (where it emerges from
the flanks of Thousand Lake Moun-
tain), this section displays the deep
canyons, the rugged walls, brilliant
colors and individual formations which
typify the entire uplift. Early Mormon
settlers knew something of this region,
but there has been little geologic study
here and the tourist seems content to
let the Capitol Reef speak for the
entire length of the Water Pocket Fold.
Having viewed the full 150-mile stretch
from the air, I wanted to see more
than its start.

We spent the first several days in
and around our headquarters at Sleep-
ing Rainbow Ranch, which is tucked
into a little (on the map) square,
surrounded on three sides by the Capi-
tol Reef National Monument. The
ranch is 10 miles east of Fruita.

Our hosts, Alice and Lurt Knee,
both tall and lanky and very much in
love with their self-appointed task of
showing off this brilliantly-colored
area, are licensed guides. They offer
from half-day to overnight jaunts
through the countryside.

In this region you need a guide.
Main roads naturally favor the easier
routes which are apt to be less drama-
tic than the tracks followed by cattle-
men and ranchers, or the network
left by the now-past uranium hunt.
These back-country trails are unmark-
ed, changeable as the seasons and
frequently don't seem to know them-
selves where they are leading.

We've taken many trips with the
Knees, and always feel a tingle of
anticipation when we turn off at the
mailbox on State 24 (at the head of
Capitol Gorge) to drive the three
miles over juniper-studded hills and
across dry-washes to their hilltop
guest ranch.

Their location along Pleasant Creek
is a fine spot to study some of the

remarkable features of the fold. Stand-
ing on the rounded hill upon which
the motel units and lodge are situated,
one has a magnificent view in all di-
rections. Lofty cliffs of sandstone
rear in a semicircle, with a hint of the
northernmost crags of the reef re-
treating into the distance. To the
west, dark slopes of Miners Mountain,
under which the Water Pocket mon-
oclinal runs, are topped by the high
volcanic walls of Boulder Mountain
(the local name for a portion of the
Aquarius Plateau).

Pleasant Creek descends from those
alpine slopes, already running with
gold as the aspens put on fall color,
to enter our picture through a notch
in Miners Mountain. After meander-
ing past fields, farmhouse and duck-
pond below the hill, it goes off east,
desertward, to an ultimate junction
with the Fremont River. The canyon
it has gouged through the thick tilted
layers of the reef provides a lovely
"V" through which the Henry Moun-
tains add the grace of high peaks to
our circular panorama.

The little farm at the foot of the
hill, complete with vegetable garden
and pasture, was the site of a small
settlement in the 1880s and '90s when
Ephraim K. Hanks, famous scout, and
several other Mormons brought their
families here. They raised cattle, fruit
and children in the idyllic spot. Indian
pictographs on the rock walls that
shelter the little valley prove that this
place was inhabited for hundreds of
years. Today, visitors find it a de-
lightful stop-over on their travels, and
a point from which they can make
trips into the whole country.

The present occupants, the Knees,
combine a remarkable amount of
know-how out in the field, both as
to things geologic and gustatory, with
an unbounded enthusiasm for this
great piece of our American Desert.

On this visit, my husband and I
wanted to look at the Capitol Reef as
part of the Water Pocket Fold. We
wanted to have this better-known por-
tion fresh in mind before following the
uplift southeast into unsurveyed ter-
ritory.

There is a splendid view of the great
reef from numerous places on the
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highway within the monument. You
stand upon the red beds of Moencopi
shale. In ascending order are the
grayish Shinarump, the colorful Chinle
clays (of the Sleeping Rainbow), then
the sudden lofty upsurge of Wingate
sandstone cliffs, topped by rounded
domes of Navajo sandstone for which
the reef is named. Here and there a
final capping of Carmel can be dis-
tinguished.

While these names may mean little
to the average spectator, the way in
which they have been pushed up and
then eroded into a medley of shapes—
pinnacles such as Chimney Rock, the
elaborateness of the Fluted Walls, the
splendid domes—doesn't need scien-
tific explanation to be appreciated.

Only in a few places have these
tremendous walls been breeched. The
Fremont River achieves it first
through a gorge which may some day
carry the highway. Another cut is
through the Capitol Gorge.

One morning found us on our way,

moving east on State 24 between 1000-
foot walls edging so close together at
one point that there is room only for
the road. During the rainy season,
flash floods have the right-of-way, and
cars don't challenge it.

As we twisted and wound our way,
there were occasional glimpses of the
tops of the reef. At one point a trail
leads to a closer inspection of The
Golden Throne, an immense bulk of
Navajo sandstone, "painted" with a
surface that scientists seem unable to
account for.

The deep cut continues for three
miles before reaching the eastern exit
where the traveler emerges into an
expansive desert panorama swirling
with color. The banded Pinto Hills,
the orderly bastions of the Caineville
Mesas draped in squawskirts of ele-
phant gray, and on top along the sky-
line the peaks of the Henry Mountains
provide wonderfully photogenic views.

We turned south at Notom, a little
settlement on Pleasant Creek. The

stream has by now emerged from its
canyon confines and is close to its
junction with the Fremont.

Tarantula Mesa rose on our left,
distinctive desert foothills to the
Henrys that suddenly seem quite close.
When we stopped to chat with two
cowboys who were driving some cattle
to water, we had our last contact with
people. There is one ranch here along
the Sandy River, and another high on
the slopes of the mountains, but few
other people seem to find their way
into this rock fastness.

On our right as we traveled down
the main road was the Water Pocket
Fold, hidden sometimes by sandy hills,
but always immense and commanding.
One of our first stops was made to
walk up a gray incline that Alice said
was the Morrison formation. The
ground dropped sharply at our feet
and then lifted again to show off in
perfectly diagramatic fashion exactly
how the formation had been distorted.

Rock layers are set on edge like a

THE DRAMATIC WESTERN SCARP OF WATER POCKET FOLD
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A HIDDEN RETREAT WHERE VEGETATION HAS BEGUN TO TAKE HOLD

deck of cards, with the top ones slip-
ped down and the bottom ones stick-
ing out above. The Morrison is the
youngest of the series, yet we were
standing hundreds of feet below older
rocks. We could count several dis-
tinct layers: Sommerville, Curtis, En-
trada, the dark red Carmel, and swoop-
ing up into a mountainous slope, dot-
ted with dark blobs of vegetation, the
soaring white Navajo sandstone. If
we could have flown over this mass
and slid down the other side, the same
formations would have been viewed in
their appointed places on the western
scarp.

Some 25 miles from Notom is the
junction with the Burr Trail, the only
road that dares climb up over the top.
Its destination is the strange country
of the Circle Cliffs. Several years
before, a group of us under Lurt's
guidance discovered whole forests of
petrified wood there. That was be-
fore the Burr Trail had been built, and
we had found our way in over the
western crest.

As the name suggests, this was
originally a stock trail, and a steep
one at that. When it was rumored
that it would be improved to accom-
modate vehicles, local people were
very skeptical. But the road, inspired
by the uranium boom, was built. It
enters a big bay and then zigzags up

from one level to another cut out of
the rock or steep shaly slopes. The
spread of panorama increases in each
turn in the road, and from the top
is most impressive.

Pleasant as it would have been to
again visit the Circle Cliffs, we re-
traced our way down the road to con-
tinue south into what we think is the
most thrilling part of the Water Pocket
Fold.

Here the great uplift explodes in
new and unexpected shapes. The con-
spicuous Navajo sandstone rises in
great hills, indented by numerous val-
leys—and all on a tilt. The Wingate
walls rise in more convolutions be-
hind, and now and then red Carmel
sandstone clings to the white slopes
like crabs on the back of a whale.

Giant canyons have been carved
throughout this heaving mass of stone.
They open wide gaps through the top
of the Fold, toward the base, thus
preventing c o m p l e t e passageway
through the rock barrier.

Reason for the uplift's name be-
comes apparent here. From tiny
thimble-size indentations to big swim-
ming pools, the rock has been worn
into pockets that hold water after a
rain. Next time I visit this area I will
have a bathing suit handy. There are
rocky basins, often at a canyon's

mouth, that are too wide to jump and
too deep to wade—blocking the only
ingress to some very inviting spots.
The pockets are everywhere in evi-
dence on slopes as well. Some are set
in a line so that eventually they will
be worn into troughs.

I believe we stopped to explore every
canyon mouth wide enough to squeeze
through. In some we found shrubs
and even young trees growing in the
debris that has gathered around a pool,
making idyllic picnic sites—miniature
desert resorts. Shaded by great rock
walls, water in these pools usually lasts
through the dry season.

Sometimes we were able to find
water by following the tracks of deer,
wildcats and smaller animals in the
sand at the canyon entrances. Follow-
ing such a tell-tale trail into one gorge,
we hiked several hundred yards
through forbidding ground until the
canyon walls suddenly opened into a
great chamber. Around a spacious
grassy mound were big cottonwood
trees and a delightful pool of water
set in the shade of a cliff. Cattle
thieves could have brought whole herds
to this place offering plenty of browse,
ample water, shade, and perfect secur-
ity from detection. No doubt some
did.

A fawn had found this retreat to
be not as safe. Wildcat tracks beside
the remains of the unfortunate crea-
ture told us what had happened.

Sometimes, instead of delving into
a canyon, we climbed the slickrock
slopes to widen our outlook and ex-
amine strange phases of erosion. One
that I recall particularly was covered
with a layer of Carmel sandstone. The
softer material had been washed into
pedestals to hold up great hamburger-
shapes of red rock. Explorers have
the right to name new discoveries, but
we couldn't agree on a sufficiently ap-
propriate title for these rocks. Alice
thought they looked like muffins that
had failed to rise; Joe insisted they
were misshapen potatoes; Lurt voted
for "Frozen Mud Pies." I still say
they look like out-sized hamburger
patties.

The trough beside the fold, which I
had seen from the air months before,
is the valley through which Hall's
Creek runs south to the Colorado
River. Sometimes it was a smooth
grassy floor, sometimes a narrow rocky
channel. We came to where the stream
managed to stay above-ground, often
swinging around bends crowded with
great cottonwood trees. These sites
offer delectable camping places.

Our road was an old pioneer route
to Hall's Crossing on the Colorado
River. The Mormon scouts no doubt
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chose this way because of the availa-
bility of water offered by the water
pockets, where wagon parties could
be sure of drink for animals as well
as themselves.

Water in a desert streambed is apt
to present some disadvantages to ve-
hicular travel. There is usually some
quicksand in what Lurt calls his
"desert freeways." (You are free,
he claims, to go anyway you like,
which usually means you have to hunt
for a passable route through the
country.)

The closer we approached the Col-
orado, the more difficult the going
became. The Mormons had built
short dugways at places, but erosion
has rendered some of them impassable.

When water backs-up behind the
dam under construction in Glen Can-
yon, this road may be revived to take
fishermen and picnickers to the shore
of the vast desert lake.

Until then the only "hamburger
stand" apt to be seen in this country is
the one I so named on a great sloping
face of rock, and the "soft-drinks" will
be rainwater in a thousand large or
small pockets.

When it was time to return to the
ranch, we could absorb no more of
twisted form and earth-formed color.
It had been a fascinating day—an op-
portunity for rare exploration. After
a ranchstyle dinner, we sat in the com-
fortable lounge in front of the fireplace
and relived our trip.

I think no one can see the Water
Pocket Fold without wanting to know
something of how it came into being.
So there, with the fire winking at us,
we went back through eons of time,
and watched it grow.

First we had to lay down the suc-
cessive layers of stone, starting with
the oldest visible, Moencopi, probably
185 million years old. Then, while
the younger layers were being put
into place, during Cretaceous time, we
watched an extensive ocean come in
to cover the land. It spread from the
Wasatch Mountains in Utah to eastern
Kansas, Nebraska and Dakota, and
from the Gulf of Mexico northward
toward the Arctic Circle. There were
islands and perhaps even continents
in this vast ocean. About 60 million
years ago the waters began receding,
and what today we know as the Col-
orado River may then have been a
strait.

Some of the modern streams show
clearly that they worked out their
course on an earlier landscape and
kept digging down as the lands around

them were raised. Pleasant Creek and
the Fremont River both cross a great
fault from its downthrow to upthrow,
transect a monocline, and pass in and
out of canyon walls. Contrary to
common belief about water, rivers
often take the harder path — against
rock formations—instead of the easier
course.

Having drained-away the water and
started the uplift of the Colorado
Plateau as well as the entire Rocky
Mountain chain, we mentally recon-
structed the Water Pocket Fold. Where
a fault occurred and pressure was ex-
erted upward, the flat layers were
lifted and tilted. The high scarp of
Capitol Reef (and on down the fold)
was the result. On the opposite side,
the layers slip back down to the hori-
zontal. In Capitol Gorge we had seen
the rock layers sliding down under the
ground—the same great thick layers

that a few miles west had towered
above in 1500-foot cliffs.

After the lift came erosion, and we
could imagine the water working on
pockets first, building them into can-
yons, rounding domes on top, scour-
ing and shaping.

"Rebuilding" the Water Pocket
Fold sounds almost simple as I de-
scribe it. We found, when our "game"
was over, that we had stretched our
imaginations about as far as they could
go. Beyond lay the full grasp of what
nature has accomplished. The vastness
of time, the immensity and complex-
ity of the formations, and the breath-
taking beauty of coloring, must be
seen before it can be real. And
whether from a swiftly moving plane,
or among its lovely canyons and splen-
did slopes, the sight must leave the
spectator full of great wonder. / / /

A POOL IN THE WATER POCKET FOLD-ALICE KNEE (TOP) AND FROM
LEFT, LURT KNEE, AUTHOR JOYCE MUENCH, AND JOSEF MUENCH
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SPECTRAL CITIES OF THE SAGE
IN THE FIELD OF Southwestern

American ghost towns, southern
Utah's abandoned settlements stand

unique in many respects.

More than 95 percent of all ghost
towns in Nevada, California and Ari-
zona, for example, originally were
engaged in the production or reduction
of ore. In contrast, less than half of
Utah's deserted villages are former
mining camps; most of the remainder
having been once-prosperous farm
centers abandoned because of water—
either its lack, or its unwelcome pres-
ence in the form of devastating and
recurrent floods.

In such agricultural centers, peopled
largely by hard working Mormon col-
onists, erection of schools and churches
invariably antedated commissioning of
the first saloon, and law and order pre-
vailed. Even Utah's mining camps,
operated and occupied chiefly by non-
Mormons, in the main were peaceful
and respectable, with little of the law-
lessness that plagued many of the
mining camps in adjacent states. Here
in the Land of the Saints, the typical
badman and troublemaker was given
short shrift, and Boothill went hungry.

Especially was this true in Silver
Reef, largest and most famous of
southern Utah's mining camps—and
today her most fascinating ghost town.
Even since March, 1950, when my
story of Silver Reef appeared in Desert
Magazine, fortunes of the old camp
have vacillated between hope and des-
pair. Several years ago the camp's
main properties were acquired by
Western Gold and Uranium Company,
which brought in modern equipment,
engaged a force of men, and resurrect-
ed the old Wells Fargo Bank building
as an office and museum of Silver Reef
relics. Everything looked promising
until WG&U suspended operations at
The Reef to concentrate on develop-
ment of its wonderful Orphan Mine in
Grand Canyon National Park. So,
once again, the Reef's only citizens
are Mr. and Mrs. George DeMille,
caretakers, who live in the old Rice
Bank building and keep a watchful eye

By HUL MUMAMER

on the ruins of this old town which
has seldom, in the last 50 years, num-
bered more than two inhabitants at a
single time.

In Iron County, 20-odd miles north
of Silver Reef, is the fascinating ghost
camp of Iron City, or Ironton, said to
have been the second place west of the
Mississippi river where native iron ore
was mined and smelted into the pig
iron of commerce. Points of ghostly
interest include one large and well-
preserved charcoal kiln, and ruins of
others; also remnants of a blast fur-
nace and part of the stack, an old
stone arrastra, and ruins of many stone
buildings. The townsite is easily
reached via two miles of unpaved road
leading off State Route 56 between
Cedar City and Newcastle.

In Beaver County, 15 miles north-
west of Milford and adjacent to State
Route 21, lies the ghost mining center
of Frisco, which took form around the
rich Hornsilver Mine discovered in
1875 and four years later sold to Jay
Cooke, New York financier, for a neat
$5,000,000. On the hillside back of
the camp, squat five large charcoal
kilns of the beehive type, and the
former townsite is further defined by
many stone foundations and crumbling
walls.

At a point 15 miles northwest of
Frisco, and reached by a desert road
leading two miles easterly from Route
21, is the ghost town where Samuel
Newhouse, soon after the turn of the
century, founded a model mining
camp, gave it his name, and in the next
five years (ending in 1910) harvested
from his Cactus Mine a reported $3,-
500,000. Marking the site of these
past activities are stone and wooden
ruins, a former railroad grade, and
mine dumps.

The one-time sawmilling center of
Pine Valley, in Washington County, is
one of the prettiest ghost villages I
have encountered anywhere. During
summer months the little town still
harbors a handful of pleasant neigh-
borly folks, but winter finds it com-
pletely deserted except for deer and
other creatures of the wild. Here, the
most outstanding building is the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
Built almost 100 years ago, its rough-

hewn timbers, one-and two-feet thick,
are fastened with wooden pegs driven
into auger holes and lashed in place
with green rawhide. In addition to
the lovely old church, the town in-
cludes a graveyard with century-old
monuments, and many stout log dwel-
lings erected by fourth generation fore-
bears of the present owners.

To travelers on US 91 between Las
Vegas and Salt Lake City, the most
readily accessible of southern Utah's
agricultural ghosts is Harrisburg, which
lies athwart the pavement at a point
15 miles northeast of St. George.
Founded a century ago by Mormon
colonists, this was soon a pretty village
of some 200 inhabitants all housed in
substantial stone dwellings surrounded
by well-tended fields, vineyards, and
young orchards. As population and
the extent of tilled land increased,
scarcity of water became a major prob-
lem and by 1869 the residents of Har-
risburg had begun drifting away. Mark-
ing the site are extensive stone ruins,
miles of rugged stone fences, and a
picturesque old cemetery.

Another Washington County town
that succumbed to lack of water and
patronage was Hebron, five miles west
of the present town of Enterprise. Set-
tled by Mormon colonists in 1862,
Hebron soon became a prosperous
center with stone and brick buildings,
stores, schools and churches. Cattle
raising flourished in the vicinity, and as
long as mines and mills in eastern
Nevada and southern Utah were oper-
ating, Hebron's farmers had a lucrative
outlet for their meat and other farm
products. When mining declined,
Hebron followed suit, and a growing
scarcity of water forced complete aban-
donment of the town. Caving cellars,
a few gnarled fruit trees, and a ceme-
tery remain.

Among the once prosperous Utah
farm communities sacrificed to the
destructive force of water is Grafton,
remains of which are situated on the
south bank of the Virgin River, two
miles west of Rockville. Settled by
LDS colonists more than 100 years
ago, Grafton expanded to include
stores, a school, post office, church,
and numerous homes. Years of los-
ing battle against the flood-swollen
waters of the Virgin wore down even
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the strongest determination, and Graf-
ton was virtually abandoned when,
several years ago, its site and remain-
ing buildings were purchased by a
Hollywood concern for use as a motion
picture set. During periods of low
water the old townsite may be visited
by fording the Virgin River, but per-
sons unfamiliar with the crossing
should not attempt it without the
services of a competent local guide.

Among other ghost villages of
southern Utah are Caineville, on State
Route 24, 24 miles east of Fruita,
where tenantless houses and old fruit
orchards mark the site of a once-
prosperous farm colony. Still standing
is the tiny Behunin log cabin. One
of the first dwellings erected in the
new townsite, it is a little larger than
a child's playhouse and it seems in-
e d i b l e that Elijah Behunin and his
wife could have reared herein a family
of nine.

Widtsoe, on state Route 22, 13
miles northeast of Bryce Canyon Na-
tional Park, is the ghost of a farm
community settled in 1876 but not
platted as a townsite until 1910. Ten
years later the town embraced some
1100 residents served by four stores,
two hotels, post office, church and
school. Due to a long continued
drouth, farms in the vicinity gradually
failed and by 1935 most of the settlers
had moved away. Except for a few
wooden buildings and a cemetery of
about 100 graves, little of historical
significance remains.

After considering separately these
several mining ghosts and agricultural
ghosts, it seems fitting that this nec-
essarily abridged survey should be
brought to conclusion with brief men-
tion of one southern Utah ghost town
that embraces both cultures. This is
Paria, situated on the east bank of
the Paria River, 40 miles northeast of
Kanab. With adjacent land settled by
Mormon farmers in 1868, at first this
Kane County town grew rapidly, but
soon became plagued by recurrent
floods. Formal abandonment took
place about 1912 after flood-swollen
waters of the Paria had virtually anni-
hilated the town. Later, the townsite
was re-possessed by a gold-mining
company which erected new buildings,
and installed sluiceways. But dreams
of realizing riches from placer mining
also were doomed to failure, and
Paria's assorted and doubtless frus-
trated ghosts today hold carnival over
the chicken houses and rusting plows
of vanquished grangers, an assay office
and splintered sluice boxes from the
mining regime, and over a small cem-
etery where stalwarts of both eras
sleep in nameless oblivion. / / /
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By RANDALL HENDERSON

« T " \ AINBOW BRIDGE, located in a deep canyon of red sandstone with 10,000-
r{ foot Navajo Mountain as a backdrop, is unquestionably the most awe-inspiring

work of natural sculpture anywhere in the United States. . . . For many miles
the area which surrounds the bridge is a series of deep canyons and towering
sandstone monuments which have a rugged beauty comparable only to that of the
Grand Canyon itself."

This description of Utah's great natural arch of stone is
quoted from a report made by Stewart L. Udall, formerly
congressman from Arizona and now Secretary of Interior. He
visited Rainbow Bridge last summer in order to make his own
appraisal of factors involved in a controversy which now
centers around this spectacular landmark. The issue is one
of conservation policy, and may be stated briefly as follows:

The Colorado River Storage and Development Act of
1956 which authorized the construction of Glen Canyon dam,
specified that the "Secretary of Interior shall take adequate
protective measures to preclude impairment of Rainbow Bridge
National Monument."

Engineers have determined that when Lake Powell behind
Glen Canyon Dam is filled to near capacity, a narrow estuary of water will back up
in Bridge Canyon immediately beneath the arch. Engineering studies are in agreement
that the water will constitute no impairment of the arch itself nor its foundations. To
prevent this intrusion of water, the Bureau of Reclamation has formulated plans for
three alternative barrier dams, a tunnel and a pumping plant at cost estimates ranging
from $25 to $40 millions. So far, Congress has failed to appropriate any money for
protective structures.

Conservation leaders in-

/ l I I f l l l t O r f C S C r U C t n C aligned themselves in two op-
posing camps. One faction is

demanding that bar-

s r t iStone Rainbow s Setting
in the creek beneath

the arch constitutes an impairment contrary to National Park policy; and that to permit
the intrusion of water from a man-made lake would set a dangerous precedent.

Opposing this conservation dogma is a large group of nature-lovers who feel that
the blasting of nearby cliffs, the construction of roads necessary for the moving of
heavy equipment, and the defacing scars left by the construction of barrier dams
would constitute a more serious impairment of the immediate landscape than would
backwater from the lake. At least one engineer has expressed the opinion that dyna-
miting operations necessary to secure rock-fill for a dam would itself constitute a
hazard to the arch.

Secretary Udall proposed that in lieu of any construction work, the 160-acre
National Monument be enlarged to include the entire scenic area from Navajo Moun-
tain to the shore of Lake Powell (see map on page 18-19). The Secretary has made
clear that economic factors had no part in his decision. He feels it would be a breach
of integrity for Congress to solve the problem by default—by simply failing to ap-
propriate funds. He wrote: "I believe Congress should clear itself of any imputation
of bad faith by passing an appropriate resolution spelling out, in terms of sound con-
servation principles, the reasons why protective measures were not taken."

As one who has signed the register beneath Rainbow Bridge four times in recent
years, I concur in his appraisal of the problem there. I think he expressed sound
conservation policy when he wrote: "Although the lake water offends a basic prin-
ciple of park conservation, it is my conviction that the construction of any man-made
works within five miles of the present Monument boundaries would do even greater
violence to the first commandment of conservation—that the great works of nature
should remain in their virginal state wherever possible. The natural setting of Rainbow
embraces a much larger area than the box-like 'Monument'; and it is a gross mistake
to detach the arch itself from its environment."

Color separation through the courtesy of Conco
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ling House

RAINBOW BRIDGE ARTIST: AL NBSUER
For a framing print of "Rainbow Bridge." same size as shown, lithographed on high-quality
paper stock, send $1 to: Reprint Dept.. Desert Magazine. Palm Desert, Calif. (Other $1 prints
available by mail: Bill Bender's "Desert Wash." John W. Hilton's "Whispering Canyon." and
Ted DeGraiia's "Papago Harvest.")
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A NATURALIST IN SOUTHERN UTAH
IN EXTREME southwestern Utah is

"Utah's Dixie," an area of unusual
interest extending along the lower

Virgin River from a short distance above
St. George southwestward to the Ari-
zona and Nevada lines. Here are floral
and faunal communities found nowhere
else in the state. It is the most north-
eastward extension of the great Sonoran
Creosote-Bush deserts of Arizona, Cali-
fornia and Nevada. The summer heat
may be intense with a surprising num-
ber of days showing maximum tempera-
ture of 100° Fahrenheit and above, even
occasionally up ot 112° and 116°. Sunny
days are predominant, and the active
frost-free growing season is near 210
days. The average yearly rainfall is less
than 10 inches.

In the warm valleys, figs, grapes and
other Mediterranean-type fruits are cul-
tivated successfully. A sight familiar to
the summer motorist passing this way
is of charming well-mannered boys and
girls standing along the highway holding
out fruit and crying, "Feegs, feegs for
sale!"

It not only may surprise some to see
the familiar desert Creosote Bush (Lar-
rea) growing so far north; but to find
here and there the Mojave Desert's
Joshua Tree and the acaulescent Big-
fruited or Banana Yucca (Yucca bac-
cata). Among other common Sonoran
desert plants equally at home here are
the Burrobush (Franseria dumosa), Ar-
rowweed, Mojave Aster, Beavertail Cac-
tus, Brittlebush and Catsclaw, the latter
often parasitized by the Leafless Mistle-
toe (Pharadendron californica). About
the few saline depressions are many salt-
bushes common to southern Nevada and
southern California residents, among
them the Four-wing Saltbush (A triplex
canescens), Quailbush (A triplex lentijor-
mis) and such succulent shrubs as
Greasewood (Sarcobatus), Pickleweed
(AHenrolfia) and Seepweed (Dondia).

One of the dominant streamside trees
is the widespread Fremont's Cotton-
wood, esteemed by all desert people
because of its welcome summer shade
and glowing autumnal colors.

The animal life of this unique region
is wholly adapted to the same condi-

By EDMUND C, JAEGER

tions that prevail much farther south.
The many small rodents, from Kanga-
roo Rats to Round-Tailed Ground Squir-
rels, dig deep burrows to protect them-
selves from high diurnal temperature. In
contrast are the shallow tunnels of related
rodents in the nearby pine-forested Pine
Valley Mountains where winters are
severe, but summers are comparatively
mild.

A real surprise inhabitant of this cor-
ner of Utah is the obese-bodied Gila
Mons'er, generally associated in mind
only with hot sandy southwestern Ari-
zona. Other Sonoran Desert reptiles
seen in this Creosote Bush and Yucca
desert are the Chuckawalla, Desert
Crested Lizard, Zebra - tailed Lizard,
Yucca Night Lizard, and Horned Liz-
ard. Sonoran Desert snakes, here reach-
ing their northernmost home limits, are
the Sidewinder, Western Worm Snake,
Patchnosed Snake, Mojave Rattlesnake,
and Utah Black-head Snake.

In long-ago Pleistocene days, when
the climate was warm but the rainfall
greater than at present, the large Three-
toed Sloth doubtless roamed and lived
on the tough green fibrous leaves of the
Tree Yucca. Fossil remains of this gro-
tesque-bodied slow-moving upright-feed-
ing mammal have been found in caves
in nearby southern Nevada.

I first went into this picturesque land
in the early 1920s. Where today we
find excellent paved highways, then we
traveled the most primitive of "engi-
neered" roads—often stony, dusty, nar-
row and not too well aligned, with steep
gradients and numerous "tight spots" on
curves. St. George was a charming
"sleepy" village with practically all of
its inhabitants frugal friendly Mormons,
their homes, often morning-glory-clad,
clustered about the meeting house and
the impressive well-designed and stately
Temple. Water ran in lively little streams
in the roadside gutters, supplying water
for gardens, Locust trees, Box Elders
and Lombardy Poplars. Almost every
family had chickens, milk cow, and
garden patch.

After several days we left St. George,
motoring eastward at 20 miles-per-hour
in our Model-T Ford to Toquerville.
That evening rain threatened to wet my
precious bundles of drying plant speci-
mens, so my two young companions and
I sought shelter in the old "Nagle

House," now abandoned and with its
tiers of now windowless bedrooms up-
stairs, its doorless downstairs rooms, and
big basement "where agin' the rule, wine
was once surepticiously made." The
great brick house was built by a thrifty
well-to-do Mormon "who practiced po-
lygamy when yet it was legal."

Next day I visited "old Grandma
Nagle," who was "still strong with her
needle" despite her nearly 90 years. I
had been told that she knew much about
the Indian uses of native plants, and I
was not disappointed in the information
she was able to give me on this subject.

A large black kettle hanging on a
crane over a backyard firepit illicited my
attention. I was told that it had been
retrieved from the meager possessions
of a Mormon Bishop murdered by In-
dians. The man had carried the kettle
on his back from Missouri to Utah
during his westward migration with the
Mormon Handcart Brigade. The kettle
fell from his back as he was killed.

"My mother rescued that kettle as it
rolled down a gully," a lady standing
nearby remarked. "It's been in use
almost ever since for various purposes—
from heating bath water to making
soap."

After returning to St. George, we fol-
lowed an old Mormon road southward
across a remarkably beautiful and un-
spoiled piece of high desert populated
by few people, but seemingly uncount-
able desert Junipers (Juniperus mono-
sperma). Many of the high desert birds
were nesting, and from dawn until late
in the morning, and again at eventide,
the air was filled with the sweet songs
of the males. There were House Fin-
ches, Mockingbirds, Sage Thrashers, and
Sparrows. The best music we heard
came from the throats of Black-Chinned
Sparrows and Sage Thrashers. Along
the way there were a number of small
earth dams impounding water in gullies.
The water in each was swarming with
tadpoles, and at night came the chorus
of adult toads.

The days had been warm enough for
lizards and snakes to be out of winter
hiding. At one point where the road
led over some dark red volcanic rocks,
we came upon a snake with spade-
shaped head much like that of a rattle-
snake, but with no rattles. It was an
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Arizona Lyre Snake (Trimorphodon
lambda). This was my first meeting
with one, and I was certainly much im-
pressed by its unique behavior. It
showed its strong fighting spirit and iras-
cible temper by churning about and
striking at us with great fury.

This snake is very poisonous, but
since its fangs are small and far back
on its jaw, the danger to man is not
great. One would have to thrust a fin-
ger deep into the snake's mouth to re-
ceived a bite. It is called a Lyre Snake
because of the lyre ("U") shaped mark
on the top of the head. The ground
color is tan, upon which are laid large
dark blotches and transversd black
bands. This is a rock-dwelling snake
which hides in crevices or beneath flat-
fish rocks where it finds its prey of small
lizards. It is most active at night, and
has been known to capture bats. South-
ern Utah is the northern limit of its
habitat.

It was over this stretch of desert trail,
locally known as the Temple Road, that
the builders of the St. George Temple,
with aid of oxen, hauled the long pine
logs used as rafters and supporting tim-
bers in the big building. This was a
labor of love for these devout pioneers
—a long brave haul over miles of poor
road, part of it over one of the steepest
switchback logging roads I have ever
traveled. The logs were cut on 7700-
foot Mt. Trumbull.

Having spent some time collecting
plants on the greener slopes of the moun-
tain, we descended to a broad valley
covered with Nut-Pines (Pinus edulis),
Junipers, and Three-tooth Sage. At the
valley's middle was situated the post
office of Toroweap.

That night we camped on the very
brink of the Grand Canyon at Toroweap
Point: Not 20 feet from our bedrolls
was a nearly vertical drop of 4000 feet.
On hands and knees we crept out on a
flat projecting rock to look straight down
through nearly a mile of clear desert air
to Ihe fast-flowing Colorado River be-
low.

A trail of sorts descends the long drop
to the Colorado River, and at its end
is one of the most unique outposts of
Colorado Desert- plants in the United
States. Here, of all things, is a garden
of ccotillos and several other plants of
the warm southern deserts. They have
made a jump of many miles to occupy
this favorable climatic niche. Ocotillos
in the Grand Canyon! It seems impos-
sible, but there they are, happy to grow
in a place so warm and quiet and un-
disturbed by man.

A broad ridge of high pine-clad moun-
tains runs from north to south through
the center of Utah. On either side of

this mass lies an arid upland strip in
places comprising a large Sagebrush-
Pinyon desert. Desert conditions are
most pronounced in the west and north-
west, especially near the Great Salt Lake
where numerous salt-flats and wide flat
areas are covered with xerophytic shrubs.
Where the salt content of the near-bar-
ren flats is exceedingly high (up to 2.5
percent) and the ground water is close
to the surface, Samphires (Salicornia)
and Pickle weed (Allenrolfia) abound.
More removed from the highest salt con-
centrations are Greasewood (Sarcobatus)
and Gray Molly (Kochia). All are low
squat bushes. On the high desert plains
where better soil conditions prevail, a
fairly dense cover of Winter-fat (Euro-
tia) and Shadscale spreads over enor-
mous areas.

The Sagebrush flats are the summer
home of the remarkable sweet-songed
Sage Thrasher. And high in the Sage-
brush - scented air we saw gracefully
swarming Red-tail and Marsh Hawks,

and Falcons — each scrutinizing the
ground with sharp eyes for squirrels and
rabbits. The common Jack Rabbits of
this high desert, Black-tailed and White-
tailed Hares, were frequently seen. From
time to time the tiny and agile Sagebrush
Chipmunk was sighted sitting atop Sage-
brush bushes, or with vocal sputters hur-
riedly retreating to places of concealment
on the ground.

Later on this memorable trip of many
years ago, we journeyed to the far south-
eastern corner of the state where lie por-
tions of the colorful Painted Desert,
called by the Hopi Indians, "Country of
Departed Spirits." Much of it is a scenic
plateauland, where Pinyon Trees and
round-crowned Junipers cover the high-
est of the mesas, and the ubiquitous
Sagebrush the intervening troughlike val-
leys. Glorious were the sunsets, clear
and crisp the night and morning air. As
Alexander Powell said: "The marls and
rocks . . . are of many colors, chocolate,
red, vermilion, pink, buff and gray." / / /

ON THE FLANK OF THE MARKAGUNT PLATEAU
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THE MIGHTY DAM IN GLEN CANYON

EXCAVATING FOR THE EAST KEYWAY

HE TEMPO of construction activ-
ity at Glen Canyon Dam is increasing
daily. The huge key ways and founda-
tions for the dam and powerplant have
been excavated, the Colorado River has
been diverted through tunnels flanking
each side of the construction site, and
concrete placement is underway.

Today, a visitor to the site has a
"box-seat" view of this spectacular ac-
tivity from the highest steel-arch bridge
in the world. Spanning the 1100-foot

By L 0. REYNOLDS
Civil Engineer, Bureau of Reclamation

wide Glen Canyon, this $5-million struc-
ture provides the critical highway link
to a previously inaccessible area.

Eight-hundred feet below the bridge,
the foundation of the massive dam be-
gins—carved from the sandstone of the
prehistoric riverbed. Ponderous blocks
of concrete rise in a checkerboard pat-
tern toward the final crest, 710 feet
above. Over a million cubic yards of
concrete is scheduled for the first year
of placement — one-fifth of the total
yardage in the dam.

Just downstream the broad founda-
tion of the powerplant stretches across
the width of the canyon. Each of the
eight imposing blocks of concrete, called
unit bays, contains a large opening in
preparation for installation of the 155,-

500 horsepower turbines. Water will be
delivered to the turbines through 15-
foot-diameter penstock pipes spanning
the distance between the powerplant and
the dam across concrete piers.

High above the site, 50-ton-capacity
traveling cableways carry concrete to
the forms from a 21-story batching plant,
erected on a ledge blasted from the
orange sandstone. Above the plant,
other facilities for the sustained produc-
tion of concrete can be seen, including
a 4000-ton refrigeration plant, seven
10,000-barrel-capacity silos for cement
and pozzolan, and huge piles of concrete
aggregate.

The prime contract for Glen Canyon
Dam and powerplant was awarded to
the Merritt-Chapman and Scott Corpo-
ration for $108 million — the largest
single contract ever awarded by the
Bureau of Reclamation. The power-
plant structure is scheduled for comple-
tion in 1962, reservoir storage initiated
in 1963, and completion of the dam in
1964.

Contracts to supply thousands of dif-
ferent materials and equipment for the
dam - powerplant are being awarded,
geared to the construction schedule.
Some of the larger contracts, in millions
of dollars, include: $9.7 for cement,
$2.5 for pozzolan, $3.8 for penstock
and outlet pipes, and $6.4 for turbines.

One of the more impressive sidelights
to the actual project construction is the
growth of the city of Page. Built on
a mesa overlooking the canyon, per-
manent businesses and residences are
already forming the nucleus of a new
Arizona city. A modern shopping cen-
ter is under construction, flanked by
spacious parking areas and wide city
streets.

For the comfort of visitors, tourist
facilities are available, including restaur-
ants and two modern motels. Another
100-unit motel is also under construc-
tion.

On the west side of the river, the
National Park Service has initiated con-
struction on the first phase of the Glen
Canyon National Recreation Area. By
early summer, the first 62 camping sites
will be available along the Wahweap
Creek site. / / /
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HIGHSCALERS DRILL O N THE CANYON
WALL JUST ABOVE THE RUSHING WATER

LOOKING THROUGH THE DOWNSTREAM
PORTAL OF THE LEFT DIVERSION TUNNEL

A HUGE PAYHAULER LOOKS LIKE A
TOY AS IT IS LOWERED INTO THE CANYON

TRAFFIC MOVES ACROSS GLEN CANYON
BRIDGE, 865 FEET DOWNSTREAM FROM DAMSITE

THE GREAT CONCRETE DAM BEGINS TO TAKE SHAPE
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OUR ISLAND IN THE SKY"
T M A G I N E A LOVELY rugged island
I with more than a hundred miles of

shoreline with long peninsulas,
points and promontories, as well as
many beautiful coves, bays and har-
bors. The whole surrounded by a deep
shimmering blue-violet ocean, except
for a 30-foot-wide causeway over
which a road connects your island with
the mainland.

Now, imagine if you can—and this
won't be quite as easy—a sprawling
many-fingered island 6000 feet in ele-
vation perched atop sheer sandstone
cliffs more than 2000 feet above the
mighty Colorado River on one side
and about the same height above the
looping turbulent Green River on the
other. On this "island" are hundreds
of grand view points overlooking a
vast sea of towering buttes, spires,
mesas, canyons and distant mountain
ranges in three states, filling the vast
purple distance in every direction.

This "Island in the Sky" is located
in Southeastern Utah high above the
triangle where the Green and Colorado
rivers join forces to form the wildest,
most cutting river on the fact of the
earth. Happily, you can drive to this
sky island in your own car across a
30-foot roadway called "The Neck."

Now mark well, that whether you
come by car, horseback or afoot, this
extremely narrow neck is the only
possible approach to this vast island
mesa whose cliff-edge "shoreline" is
hundreds of feet above the rock-strewn
talus slopes below. Only mountain-
eers using pitons and ropes would be
able to scale the sheer cliffs to reach
our island were it not for the narrow
roadway approach at "The Neck."

Through our good friend, Paul
Mudra, a geophysicist with the Atomic
Energy Commission, we obtained some
excellent maps of the area. From
these contour sheets we discovered
that this mesa is completely supported
atop tremendous cliffs of Wingate and
Navajo sandstone. Had civilization
arrived one or two thousand years
hence, perhaps even "The Neck" would

By ALFRED NEWER

have eroded away, making access pos-
sible by helicopter only.

On a recent trip to our island, Paul,
Olive and I were out for the weekend
to see what new discoveries might be
in store for us. We had to stop any-
way to open and close the gate at
The Neck, and before driving on we
walked the few feet to the left of the
roadway where the whole countryside
seemed to fall away into a vast basin
down which we could see the Shafer
Trail switchbacking for a thousand
feet to the white rim bench of the
Colorado River. Looking on down
another 1000 feet in the blue haze
of the early morning light, we even
caught a glimpse of the river itself.

The Shafer Trail was built some
40 years ago by Frank and John
Schafer, early day cattlemen, for the
purpose of getting their stock down
to the river benches. (The "c" in their
name was dropped by map-makers.)
The grazing was good, and being pro-
tected by the great cliff walls, the
grass came on somewhat earlier than
up on the high mesa. Actually the
trail takes off the main road about
a mile-and-a-half back, winding along
a narrow ledge to a point just below
the cliffs supporting The Neck, where
it starts down the great 1000 foot talus
slope. During the recent uranium
boom, Federal and State funds made
the old trail into a road for access to
numerous uranium claims in the shin-
arump conglomerate at the bottom of
the cliffs.

Turning our backs on the Shafer
Trail, we looked down to our right
into the head of Taylor Canyon which
drops away almost at once into a tre-
mendous sheer gorge to the Green
River a few miles away. After taking
a number of pictures here, we hopped
back into our wagon and started climb-
ing rather steeply. We drove through
the beautiful juniper and pinyon for-
est, and a mile beyond The Neck
came to the "Y" in the road. Taking
the left branch, a single track road, we
passed an island "landmark"—a 1939
Packard with '52 California license
plates. The old car had been aban-
doned squarely in the middle of the
road where it had given up the ghost.
Bearing to the left, we soon came to

an old sheep camp. A corrugated iron
storage shack and a dugout cabin re-
main. A short hike of about 100
yards to the north brought us to the
edge of the rim with breathtaking views
unfolding at every step. It was here
that Olive let out a whoop, her
standard reaction when she finds an
arrowhead; this one a beautiful little
white birdpoint. Following the rim
around to the right, towering Square-
Mile Butte soon came into view. Ac-
tually another island, this huge pedistal
stands apart from the main cliff and is
utterly inaccessible. Some day we
hope to land on it by helicopter to see
if it bears any evidence of man. There
are many other such buttes near the
Island, and it would be great fun to
explore them.

We have been hiking and prowling
over the Island for several years,
chiefly because of the varied and
paintable subject matter throughout
the area. We have sketched and paint-
ed the great butte many times and in
varied lighting. The early morning
light is especially beautiful. We have
painted and photographed through the
changing seasons, in summer calm
and in sweeping thundershowers. It
is never the same; always fascinatingly
new. It was here opposite Square-
Mile Butte on another trip that a sud-
den gust of wind carried a watercolor,
on which I had been working, a
quarter-of-a-mile before I finally res-
cued it neatly spiked on a yucca.

Here too, we explored some huge
orange-pink dunes covering many
acres. The prevailing southwesterly
winds have piled the sands in rich and
colorful, ever shifting, rippled mounds
of sunlight and shadows.

Continuing on, we found the shore-
line bending back to the south and
west with magnificent vistas from every
vantage point and cliff edge.

Back at the "Y" on the main road,
we drove south through rolling grass-
land with rock piles and ridges of
Navajo sandstone liberally sprinkled
with clumps of pinyon, oak and juni-
per. Sego lillies, Utah's state flower,
were blooming here in abundance, as
w e r e flaming Indian Paintbrush,
Trumpet Phlox, Wild Galardias and
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many other species common to the
desert and lower mountain regions.

Soon we reached another branch in
the road. Signs here pointed us to
the left five miles to Grand View Point
and to the right five miles to Upheaval
Dome. We took the left road first
since we had planned to camp that
night somewhere on the long finger of
the mesa which ends at the Point.

The rugged terrain unfolding to
right and left of us is beyond descrip-
tion. Our eyes were literally swim-
ming trying to take in the amazing
jumble of towers, buttes, island mesas,
immense cliffs, and, through all the
blue and purple haze of those vast
spaces, the mighty Colorado, cutting
its way deeper into the rock layers of
the ages.

The snow-spattered La Sal Moun-
tains pushed their sharp peaks into the
eastern horizon. Until July their 13,-
OOO-foot summits are shimmering white
or patched with snow to form lovely
backdrops for this entire region. To
the southeast we could see the Blue
Mountains behind Monticello. They
had huge piles of cumulus boiling over
and around them, with long slanting
streaks of rain pouring from their dark
bottoms foretelling possible showers
for us later in the day. On the western
side of the Blues, between the moun-
tains and the Colorado River, our
binoculars picked out the famous
Needles Area, a wild rugged section
accessible only by four-wheel-drive
vehicles. Far to the south we could
see Navajo Mountain on the Arizona
line. This landmark mountain, sacred
to the Navajos, piles its dome-shaped
head above Rainbow Bridge.

Five miles beyond the second "Y"
we came to the end of the road. Four-
wheel-drive will take you a short dis-
tance further, but we hiked the half-
mile to the extreme tip of Grand View
Point.

There is no trail, so we just picked
our way over rocks and ledges and
through scattered groups of gnarled
and twisted junipers. The east and
west rims are very close together here
and the view is pure magnificence.

To the west and northwest our eyes
followed the looping Green River until
it disappeared into the magenta haze
a half-hundred miles away. This is
the stretch of the Green over which the
boat race is run each June from the
community of Green River to Moab.
The previous year we sat on a point
overlooking the Green River on the
west-end of our island and watched
the boats go by like tiny water skaters
a thousand feet below us.

On the horizon far in the west we

>iiltt*o--

EAST CLIFFS OF THE "ISLAND," NEAR THE SAND DUNES
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could see the Henry Mountains. Blue
and alone they stood, cloud-capped
and aloof. Few roads touch their
flanks.

Dark cloud shadows were scudding
across the Point now, pushing up from
the storm over the Blues. Clouds
spread rapidly out across the great
basin of the Green and soon we were
treated to that beautiful site of inter-
mingled rainstorm and sunshine. We
counted no less than five distinct
shower areas. Soon the clouds joined
those from the Henry Mountains, and
the curtains of rain and mist, inter-
spersed with shafts of sunlight, brought

into sharp view many buttes, canyons
and mesas of which we had not even
been aware. It was a truly inspiring
experience to sit in grandstand seats
to watch nature fling her sunshine and
rain with reckless abandon across the
inaccessible miles spread out before us.

The sun was dipping toward the
Henry Mountains, and it was time to
find a campsite and get the cooking
fire going.

Shortly after dawn on a brilliant
cool and cloudless morning, we were
on our way to Aztec Butte where we
planned to do some archeological ex-
ploring. This flat-topped elongated
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butte of Navajo sandstone is within
a few feet of being the highest point
on the Island. We parked our wagon
off the road, and with cameras, can-
teens and sketch pads, started hiking
across the open flower-spangled grass-
land toward the butte.

The early cliff dwellers were well
acquainted with our Island and, no
doubt, made good use of it for summer
hunting expeditions. Many arrow-
points and shards have been found
here and flint chips are abundant in
several places.

We found some very large and lux-
urious juniper and pinyon trees grow-
ing around the base of the butte, plen-
tifully watered by the run-off from
the sandstone slopes above. Climbing
the butte's west flank is not too diffi-
cult, and again we found new views
unfolding before us. The very steep
north slope drops sharply down into
the blue depths of Trail Canyon.

High in a group of caves, just under
the east and north rim of Aztec Butte,
we found a stone-walled room with
a natural "hole in the rock" entrance.
It was built of flat sandstone blocks
laid in mud mortar. Fingerprints
pressed into the mud still are visible.
On the top of the butte itself we found
a partially constructed room of stone
which was evidently never completed.
It seems likely that the early dwellers
here were more or less temporary and
probably came for the hunting. How-
ever, partial walls in several of the
caves, and the incompleted room on
top of the butte suggest that they may
have stayed or planned to stay at least
for a season. There was no evidence
of fire-stained walls or permanent
dwellings such as found further south
at Mesa Verde and other ruins. We
never excavate or molest ruins. Such
work we are content to leave to the
skilled archeologists. The only things
we carry away are many happy
sketches and memories.

Hiking down to the head of Trail
Canyon, near the east-end of Aztec
Butte, we could see the flowing spring
at the base of the cliffs with a great
deal of green vegetation below it. Un-
doubtedly this spring was the chief
reason for the existence of the ancient
ruins in the area. The early cliff
dwellers must have had a series of
ladders or found some means of get-
ting down to the water, for the spring
canyon is a box surrounded by high
sheer walls.

Returning to our car, we headed
west over the rambling primitive road
to Upheaval Dome. At about four-
and-a-half miles from the "Y", we
parked the station wagon, deciding to
walk the last quarter-mile to the end
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of the road. A four-wheel-drive vehi-
cle could have made it with ease.

From the end of the road we fol-
lowed a foot trail another quarter-mile
to the edge of Upheaval Dome. After
catching our breath at the site of the
tremendous hole in front of us, our
first instinct was to sit down and try
to figure out what had happened here.
We decided that the place had been
well and also poorly named. The fact
that a tremendous upheaval had taken
place here in some dim and distant
period of the earth's making was every-
where apparent.

Huge upthrust rocks and tremen-
dous masses of strata on edge formed
a great circle around the mile-wide
hole before us. But instead of a dome
this is a crater more than 1200-feet
deep and 5000-feet across. Sharp
ridges and peaks of what appeared to
be soft and erodable clays formed the
bottom of the crater. One geologist
told us later that upheaval Dome's
origin is a complete mystery. All about
the area we found some of the most
fascinatingly rugged terrain that we
have ever hiked through.

The sun was again slipping away
toward the far west and our weekend
was fast coming to a close.

We hope you can make it sometime

and we know that if you once see,
tramp or photograph and sketch this
country from the many beautiful van-
tage points, you too will have a warm
spot in your heart for our Island in
the Sky.

For those of you who would like to
enjoy these high rims, we offer the fol-
lowing: The nearest town for supplies
and accommodations is Moab, on

ANCIENT CLIFF DWELLING AT AZTEC BUTTE

Highway 160. Eleven miles north of
Moab you will find signs pointing to
Dead Horse Point and Grand View
Point. From this junction a graded
maintained road leads by easy stages
some 2000 feet and about twenty-four
miles to The Neck. By-pass the Dead
Horse Point turn-off and continue to
where signs point to Grand View Point
and Upheaval Dome. / / /

GLEN CANYON VOYAGE
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AMERICA'S LAST INDIAN WAR
THE DAYS OF Southwest Indian

insurrection are recent enough
for some men still to have mem-

ory of them. Here and there along
the Utah highway from Bluff north
through Blanding, Monticello and
Moab, I found Mormon pioneers who
can talk for an hour or a day about
the troubled time in 1923 when the
Ute renegade, Posey, drew the last
battle-line between white men and red
in this nation. It is logical that the
Last Uprising took place in the arid
and eroded land drained by the San
Juan River, for this was the last wil-
derness stronghold of Indians to be
penetrated by the white man—much
of it unexplored to this day.

From the sober and industrious
character of San Juan's citizens, best
reflected in the neat no-nonsense-farms
bordering the highway near the towns,
it is obvious why Posey's Battle has
achieved quasi-epic status: it is easily
the most exciting event ever to take
place in this country. That is, if we
discount the annual opening day of
deer hunting season when the tiny
towns are overrun by bearded gun-
toting men.

Posey was many things to many
men. C. R. Christensen, 85, first con-
stable of Bluff and a former sheriff
of San Juan County, describes the Ute
as being "small in stature . . . 140
pounds . . . alert and interested in
every subject . . . intelligent . . . a man
who thought ahead of his people . . .
a gambler who usually won . . . the
acknowledged leader of his people . . ."

Albert R. Lyman, respected first
settler of Blanding whose book, Voice
of the Intangible, is a classic portrayal
of his boyhood in the San Juan coun-
try, paints a different picture of the
Ute who on occasion worked for the
Lyman cattle outfit: "Posey was a
small man . . . wily and active . . . a
gambler . . . but he was an agitator,
not a chief . . . he had few real fol-
lowers . . . "

Participants make poor historians.
The written accounts of The Last In-
dian Uprising differ in details, major

By EU6M L C0HR0110
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and minor. To understand what hap-
pened in 1923—and why it happen-
ed—we must go back to much earlier
times.

The Utes had always been a warlike
people, holding sway over western
Colorado and eastern Utah. They
existed by hunting and raiding, for
they did not practice agriculture. Their
way of life became doomed when the
Mormons came to settle the Great
Basin area. Admonished by Brigham
Young to feed rather than fight the
Indians, the whites side-stepped ser-
ious head-on clashes with the Utes.
From the outset of these brushes
(around 1880), the Utes misinter-
preted the reason behind the invaders'
avoidance of violence. What was, in
actuality, prudence, was thought by
the Indians to be cowardice of an "in-
ferior" race, for the Utes regarded
violence and thievery as cultural
norms. Hence there evolved among
the Indians certain renegade leaders
whose contempt for the white man
was in no way masked. Such a man
was Posey.

As the white man's civilization took
root and began spreading through the
San Juan country, and the pressure
of encroachment mounted, the inci-
dences of Indian depredations in-
creased accordingly.

The Utes held that anything belong-
ing to the white man was fair game.
Livestock suffered the most, the In-
dians often attempting to satisfy their
growing resentment by gouging cattle's
eyes and cutting off horses' ears.

In 1914 the murder of a Mexican
by a Ute ignited the smoldering fire.
Not until after a gunfight and surren-
der of the Indians involved (and their
subsequent acquittal by the authorities)
did the hot war return to its cold
war status.

The Utes, including the segment
that followed Posey, agreed to return
to their reservation. But the problem
presented by relocation, as was often
the case, was insurmountable. The land
assigned to the Indians made poor cat-
tle range; there was no market for the
scrawny horses they were able to raise;
the white men held most of the good
farming land. Authorities were faced
with three alternatives: Keep the Utes

on the reservation under armed guard;
Give them better land; Let them return
to their former ways. Through default,
the latter course won out, and the
friction between whites and Indians—
which was to burst into flames in
1923—returned.

During this interim period, Posey
emerged as the dominant renegade
leader. He was in scrape after scrape
with white men and Navajos (bitter
enemies of the Utes), and he came out
of each without a scratch.

"Me all same Jes' Christ," Posey
was fond of saying. "White man's
bullets no can hit." This bit of brag-
gadocio did not sit well with the de-
vout Mormons.

And thus the stage was set for this
nation's last battle between Indians
and settlers. The following account is
taken, in the main, from the written
report by George Hurst, Jr., a parti-
cipant in the fight. I write it with full
knowledge that some of these "facts"
are a composite of conflicting reports.
I believe, however, that this chronicle
represents the "essential truth" of the
Posey affair.

In the fall of 1922, Joe Bishop Boy
and Sannip (Shanup) Boy, members
of Posey's band, shot-up and robbed
a sheep camp. The luckless herder
was made "to dance to the tune of a
six gun."

The sheepman reported the inci-
dent to the peace officer in Blanding,
and warrants for the arrest of the two
Utes were issued. But, winter set in
before the law could take action, and
it was not until early February of the
following year (1923) that the boys
were brought to trial. Albert Lyman,
the Blanding pioneer whose descrip-
tion of Posey appears above, was
chosen to defend the lads.

Early on the day of the trial, Posey
and his bucks, wearing their brightest
colored shirts, rode into Blanding on
their best horses. Hurst says they were
wearing war paint, but this is doubtful.

Court convened at 9 a.m. in the
basement of the school, and the situa-
tion was tense. Posey sat through the
proceedings with his men, taking in
every detail. Their horses were tether-
ed near the door.



C. R. CHRISTENSEN

At noon the verdict was rendered.
The boys were found guilty, but under
Utah law at least six hours had to
elapse between verdict and sentencing,
so the white men went home to lunch
and the Indians gathered around the
schoolhouse.

In all probability, the camp-wreckers
would have received light sentences—
perhaps 10 days in jail. But white
man's justice was not about to be un-
derstood by the gang of Utes standing
in the schoolyard. The convicted boys
were led out of the courtroom by
Sheriff Bill Oliver, and when they saw
their tribesmen in a mood to lend
them assistance, Joe Bishop Boy and
Sannip Boy balked. The sheriff had
to make the next move, and when he
prodded the lads, they broke away
from his clutches, one of them grab-
bing a pistol and firing point blank
into the sheriff's stomach—the gun
misfiring!

In a matter of seconds the Utes and
the rescued pair were racing out of
town, heading south to where the
band's women and children were
camped.

The sheriff and two or three volun-
teers at the scene piled into a car (yes,
a car!) and took off down the Bluff
road after the Indians.

Soon word arrived back at sudden-
ly-alerted Blanding that the Utes,
about 150 strong, were entrenched on
high ground. It was apparent, the
sheriff reported, that Posey had plan-
ned the escape all along, for the In-
dians were well supplied and well
armed. Sheriff Oliver called on every
able-bodied man in Blanding "that had
a gun and some guts to get down here
and get here quick."

About 50 men answered the call,

POSEY

and Sheriff Oliver swore them in with
these words: "Every man here is dep-
utized to shoot anything that looks like
an Indian. I don't want any of you to
say that you could have done thus or
so but did not have the authority."
This is quoted from the Hurst report.
Some disagree that Sheriff Oliver, a
man of gentle character, issued such
harsh orders. Among those who say
Oliver did not tell his men to shoot
every Indian in sight is Lawrence
Black, one of the first men to enter
the fray.

The sheriff deployed his forces

ALBERT R. LYMAN

along a quarter-mile front, and the
Battle was on. The firing, most of it
at long range, continued throughout
the day with damage only to ammuni-
tion supplies. Posey had the only
high-powered rifle on either side. The
Indians had gone first into Comb
Wash and then up onto a mesa, and
Posey's fire kept the white men at a
respectful distance.

The broken terrain seemingly gave
the Indians an advantage, for this is
country made for hiding—not finding.
(Pioneers once described the San Juan
as "A lot of rock, a lot of sand, more

KENT FROST, SOUTHERN UTAH GUIDE, INSPECTS RUGGED TERRAIN
SOUTH OF BLANDING TO WHICH UTES FLED 38 YEARS AGO
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rocks, more sand, and wind enough
to blow it away.") However, by night-
fall this entire corner of Utah was in
alarm and there could be no question
as to the eventual outcome of the Up-
rising.

That night, while preparing supper,
the Indians quickly retreated westward
onto Cedar Mesa. They left most of
their food and coffee on their camp-
fires. Most of the white men retreat-
ed, too—back to Blanding for supper.
Afterward, at a mass meeting, Dave
Black was named the sheriff's first
deputy. When morning came Black
led the posse and its reinforcements
back to the "front."

The Indians, meanwhile, made trail
over the steep face of a hill; moving
westward toward the Clay Hills in the
triangle formed by the junction of the
Colorado and San Juan rivers, where
they hoped to disappear into the land-
scape.

But, such was not to be the case.
Toward the end of the second day,
the superior white force caused the
Indians to surrender. The renegades
were brought back to Blanding and
placed in a 12-foot-high barbed-wire
stockade. Joe Bishop Boy had been
killed in the fighting—a bad trade for
a 10-day jail sentence.

Posey was not among those captur-
ed. Somehow he had slipped through
the lines, and now rumor took over.
Some said Posey had been killed;
others that he was alive and furious
for revenge, that he was gathering a
force to punish Blanding and free the
Utes in the stockade.

And then came a reliable report
that during the Battle, Posey had been
wounded in a skirmish with a small
party of possemen; that the Ute rene-
gade had died a few days later of
gangrene and had been buried by those
companions who had escaped with
him. Dave Black, some informants
said, had fired the mortal shot. Others
gave the credit to Bill Gillespie. Posey,
at 50 years of age, had met the bullet
he bragged didn't exist.

"A group of us men who had risked
our lives gathering this tribe up," wrote
amateur historian Hurst, "were not
satisfied with the explanation." Hurst
and a self-appointed "delegation" rode
to where Posey was said to have been
buried, and there they "dug up Old
Posey—just to make sure."

And now there could be no doubt.
Defeated and leaderless, the Indians and
their trouble were through. To make
doubly sure, a group of government
officials scrubbed 20 of the captured
Ute children, ran combs through their

hair for the first time, and herded them
off to learn new ways at the white-
man's school. When the old people
were released from the stockade and
sent on their way, the warlike spirit
was no longer in evidence.

"We'll never do this again," said
Joe Bishop, father of the lad who had
been killed. "If you ever want to arrest
us again, we'll stick up our hands."

Today an estimated 125 Utes live
in the San Juan country. Their unkempt
camps contrast sharply with the sturdy
Mormon farms. What the future holds
for these descendants of warriors is
anyone's guess.

There is a footnote to this story
worthy of mention. While in Mon-
ticello gathering information for this
story, I met the grandson of Dave
Black. This handsome high school
student told me that one of Posey's
grandsons had borrowed $2 from him,
and so far showed little intention of
paying it back. / / /
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An Artist on the Colorado...
continued from page 11

sleep. In the still small hours of early
morning, I was awakened by the love-
liest sound imaginable—a low liquid
bird-call that flowed through the dark
like a benediction. The boats were
moored below in companionable in-
timacy, and they sent up an occasional
friendly "clunk" by way of assuring
us all was well.

Like dutiful touristas, we hiked to
Rainbow Bridge which is much easier
to reach from the river than via the
eastern overland route. At risk of the
heretic's stake, I must admit my own
reaction to freaks of this sort is a

Bill Hoy photo
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yawning "so what." I'd rather have
to carry it to Flagstaff in a wheelbar-
row than paint a picture of the thing.
Its chief use seems to be a sort of
peristaltic effect on people who relish
the production of execrable rhyme.
Just place good fat registers and plenty
of pencils in the vicinity of these abor-
tive phenomena and you will shortly
have a Niagara of kitsch. One gem
I recall from the Rainbow register
bleated through several lines of awe-
struck praise and concluded,

Of nature's wonders, this bridge
is one of many,

The Lord God made them all,
if any

a sentiment to which the most militant
atheist could subscribe with no slight-
est feeling of compromise. But I apol-
ogize to all lovers of Rainbow Bridge
and I'm really happy it is there, since
it siphons crowds away from the real
beauty spots. Eventually it will be
covered over with Kodachrome boxes
and be but a memory in the maunder-
ings of old-timers.

A major incitement to explore the
canyons and the river itself are the
plentiful Moqui evidences, dwellings,
shards, petroglyphs, pictographs, weap-
ons, and tools remaining from the rude
life of these vanished Indians who
lived here, it is thought, as long ago

as the Sixth Century, depending, I
suppose, upon who does the thinking.
I am informed, perhaps more color-
fully than reliably, that "Moqui" is
the Navajo word for "dead man" and
that it is applied by its originators to
the Hopi, which in turn means "the
people of peace," as the Navajo hold
there is no qualitative difference be-
tween a dead man and one who won't
fight. Be that as it may, the occupants
and artificers of the Moqui remains
are ostensibly dead, and the peace of
undisturbed centuries cloaks their
quondam haunts.

Archeological groups and sundry
unlicensed vandals have pretty well
eliminated any possibility of finding
pottery, but one can scratch about in
the dirt and generally get some shards,
interestingly painted or decorated with
tooled impressions. It's easier to buy
them at Woody's White Canyon em-
porium.

On Talus Bar ruins we found the
ground almost littered with primitive
corn cobs, very small in diameter but
otherwise looking as though some pic-
nicking slob had thrown them away
just a few weeks before. Which
touches upon one of the saddest as-
pects of such journeys, to wit, the
depredations committed by the large
and growing tribe, genus Americanus
Slobovius. It passes comprehension to
imagine the mode of consciousness of
these jackals who leave behind them
a trail of filth and damage. Many pet-
roglyphs have been defaced, some by

THE SECOND OF OUR THREE DAILY EATING CONTESTS-THE ECTOPLAS-
MIC BLUR ON THE LEFT IS ALL WE EVER SAW OF BILL AT MEALTIME
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people (to use the term loosely) who
went to all the trouble of carrying
paint for the purpose. Hidden Passage
is a spectacular little chasm which is
rather heavily visited by reason of its
extraordinary character and its pro-
pinquity to Music Temple. Maiden-
hair fern garlands the walls above a
small stream that struggles to force
its way through the trash with which
campers have littered the narrow can-
yon floor. We stood looking at this
shame, and Bill remarked, "When I
see this, I think, 'Go ahead, flood it.
It's too good for the American pub-
lic' " It is.

Solomon's aphorism about novelty
finds renewed vindication in the split-
level homes of these ancient cliff-dwel-
lers. Some of the dwellings we visited
are in remarkably good condition,
others have only a crumbling wall or
two remaining, while still others are so
vestigial they could easily be over-
looked. Only a few ovens, perhaps,
to tell that in this grotto small brown
humans once laughed and sang at their
work. The dwellings were of course
situated for defense in inaccessible
places, usually high in the wall of a
canyon, often reached by means of
hand-holds cut in the rock and requir-
ing some exertion to reach. We five
went up one morning to view ruins
high in an enormous cavern in a bluff
near Hidden Passage, and the trip re-
quired considerable scrambling and
clambering up rocky slopes and over
huge tumbled boulders. Pauline com-
menced to have difficulty, but our un-
gentlemanly crew found this an occa-
sion for merriment rather than con-
cern, and cameras began to record her
plight. At the worst spot in her tribu-
lation, wedged on a slope where she
could go neither up nor down, she
was adjured to stay put while Scotty
edged onto the rock below and pre-
pared to take the picture. Heels, Lin-
hof and Contaflex dangling over the
precipice, he teetered there imploring-
ly and coaxed, "A little more agony,
please." Poor Pauline; I wonder if
she ever got down.

As the mists of memory close over
our trip, minor annoyances and in-
conveniences fade from view, and
there remain bright and happy images,
lovely, humorous, thrilling, or peace-
ful, as the river brought them to us
. . . the endlessly helpful and tireless
Bill Jones, always first up in the morn-
ing, lifting his head from the cookery
to bellow "Eggs!" . . . or his 150 miles
of tuneless lament over a maiden
styled "Water Lou" . . . the spring
foliage of cottonwoods brilliant against
shadowed sandstone . . . waterfalls
springing magically from the top of a
sun-scorched cliff after a rain . . .
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Scotty's unflagging wit convulsing us
. . . the shaggy German dialect in
which it usually was offered . . .
silence brooding over all the river land,
and dim, lonely trails wandering away
into the barrens . . . my companions'
invariable good humor and compe-
tence . . . a hillside blazing with cac-
tus blossoms, and still pools lying in
penumbra at the feet of colossal stone
walls.

In retrospect, the river country
seems to me unique in some senses
that other recreational areas are not.
The great, moody, silent, timeless
stream seems to unify all one's experi-

ence of it as the high mountains, for
instance, do not. As in memory, so
in the experience, days, camps,
streams, mines, Indian ruins and rap-
ids all flow together so that it becomes
difficult to separate them, or to keep
straight the sequence of days and
events. An almost Oriental oneness,
though not of negation, hovers over
this strange contorted country through
which the uneasy river writhes toward
the distant sea. The few folk who live
here bear the mark of it, and so will
the mind of him who is fortunate
enough to make pilgrimage on the
changing changeless way of the Colo-
rado. / / /
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Phoenix 12, Arizona.
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SO YOU Want to Start a Rock Shop, new book
by Arthur E. and Lila Mae Victor, 52 pages,
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one. By the same authors, Gem Tumbling and
Baroque Jewelry Making, sixth edition, autho-
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manufacturers. European pack equipment. Sat-
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SLIK TUMBLERS regular size and midgets, all
grits and polishing powders, Frantom units,
saws, etc. We have the new M K diamond
blades all at regular prices. Write us your
needs. Joseph S. Gentzler, P.O. Box 1292,
Santa Ana, California.

HEILITE CAMP kitchen like new, ice box, food
dish storage, five gallon water tank, two
burner stove, four folding adjustable legs,
cost $135 new. Sacrifice, $88. 38-682 Flor-
ence, Beaumont, California.

FINEST IMPORTED down sleeping bags, tents,
lightweight camping equipment, survival gear,
boots. Free catalog. Highland Outfitters, Box
121, Riverside, California.

• FOR WOMEN
LADY GODIVA "The World's Finest Beautifier."

Your whole beauty treatment in one jar.
Write: Lola Barnes, 963 North Oakland, Pasa-
dena 6, California.

DRY SKIN conditions solved with daily applica-
tion of G'Bye Dry. Large jar prepaid for only
$1. Try it now and be desert happy. Nevada
RX Drug, Boulder City, Nevada.

CEREMONIAL INDIAN squaw bread plus sev-
eral more out-of-the-ordinary recipes. Com-
plete directions, $1. Write: GWE, 2443
Merrywood, Pomona, California.

• GEMS, CUT- POLISHED
GENUINE TURQUOISE: Natural color, blue and

bluish green, cut and polished cabochons—25
carats (5 to 10 stones according to size) $3.50
including tax, postpaid. 50 carats (10 to 20
cabochons) $6.15 including tax, postpaid in
U.S.A. Write for folder. Elliott Gem & Mineral
Shop, 235 E. Seaside Blvd., Long Beach 2, Cal.

AUSTRALIAN TUMBLED gemstones, 8 different,
identified, $1.10 postpaid, or 10 different,
identified, from around the world, $1.25 post-
paid. Bensusan, 8615 Columbus Avenue, Se-
pulveda, California.

BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED: Apache tears $3.55
pound. (Pure tin oxide $2.50 pound; wood
polishing pegs $1 quart.) Postpaid. Western
Jewelry, Dept. 3, Box 2563, Phoenix, Arizona.

• GEMS, DEALERS

RIVERSIDE CALIFORNIA. We have everything
for the rock hound, pebble pups, interesting
gifts for those who are not rock hounds.
Minerals, slabs, rough materials, lapidary sup-
plies, mountings, equipment, black lights. Why
not stop and browse? Shamrock Rock Shop,
593 West La Cadena Drive, Riverside, Calif.
OVerland 6-3956.

VISIT GOLD Pan Rock Shop. Beautiful sphere
material, mineral specimens, choice crystals,
cutting materials, jewelry, bolo ties, baroques,
spheres, bookends, paperweights, cabochons,
faceted stones, fluorescents, jewelry findings,
lapidary equipment and supplies, Navajo rugs,
sun colored desert glass—gold specimens, our
specialty. John and Etta James, proprietors,
2020 North Carson Street on Highway 395
north end of town. Carson City, Nevada.

CHOICE MINERAL specimens, gems, cutting ma-
terial, machinery, supplies, mountings, fluor-
escent lamps, books. Sumner's, 21108 Devon-
shire, Chatsworth, California. Formerly Valley
Art Shoppe.

DESERT ROCKS, woods, jewelry. Residence rear
of shop. Rockhounds welcome. Mile west on
U.S. 66. McShan's Gem Shop and Desert
Museum. P.O. Box 22, Needles, California.
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JADE SAMPLER: 10 California jades! Green,
mosaic, and crystalline jadeite, spring moss,
mountain mist, blue, ivory, and jade of the
surf nephrite; botryoidal nephrite, and black
chloromelanite. Eight specimens, plus loca-
tion details, and gemstone-mineral catalog, $2.
Wilderness Originals, Canyon, California.

ROCK HOBBYISTS — when visiting Lake Mead
and Hoover Dam, visit Nevada's newest mod-
ern rock shop, southwest gemstones and
minerals. Free rock area information. Rogers
Rock Shop, Boulder City, Nevada.

• GEMS, MINERALS-FOSSILS

NATURAL PLACER gold, cleaned mine run, $40
troy ounce. Satisfaction guaranteed. Cash-
ier's check or money order. Marcum Bielen-
berg, Avon, Montana.

FOUR NATURAL staurolites, cross on both sides,
for $1 postpaid. "Animals" assembled from
uncut quartz crystals — "Rockhound," $1.25
each. Five assorted animals, $5.50 postpaid.
Reasoner Rock Originals, Crown King Highway,
Bumble Bee, Arizona.

FINE DOMESTIC and foreign crystals and mas-
sive minerals. Please ask for free list. Con-
tinental Minerals, P.O. Box 1206, Anaconda,
Montana.

FOSSILS. 12 different for $2. Other prices on
request. Will buy, sell or trade. Museum of
Fossils. Clifford H. Earl, P. O. Box 188,
Sedona, Arizona.

BEGINNERS ILLUSTRATED catalog. Various study
collections, kits, manuals, accessories — 25c,
Mineral Lore, 3004-B Park Avenue, San Ber-
nardino, California.

• GEMS, ROUGH MATERIAL

COLORFUL AUSTRALIAN fire opal; rough or cut.
No deposit. Approvals sent on request. See
before you buy. Free list. Write: Walker
"Opals Exclusively", 20385 Stanton Ave.,
Castro Valley, California.

OPALS AND sapphire direct from Australia.
This month's best buy: rough emeralds fine
cabochon material, deep color, 2 to 25 carat
pieces. 2 qualities, 1 ounce $15 and $45,
sent airmail. Send personal check, interna-
tional money order, bank draft. Free 16 page
list of all Australian gemstones. Australian
Gem Trading Co., 294 Little Collins St., Mel-
bourne C.I., Australia.

FANCY OBSIDIANS, such as gold and silver
sheens, ambers, feather, maroon and olive
green banded, rainbows, etc., 50c pound.
Colorful commons, 25c and 35c pound. Blacks
10c pound. Small colorful pieces ready for
the tumbler, $1 pound. Send postage. Or
will trade obsidian for agate. Ashby's, Route
2, Box 92, Redmond, Oregon.

TURQUOISE FOR sale. Turquoise in the rough
priced at from $5 to $50 a pound. Royal Blue
Mines Co., Tonopah, Nevada.

ARIZONA TEARDROPS, as mined, rough, approx-
imately 50% banded, translucent, VA to 1
inch diameter. They are different. 1/2 pound
sample $1 postpaid. P.O. Box 314, Bouse,
Arizona. Cash or money order.

TURQUOISE NUGGETS-"Stone of the blue sky"
from ancient mine on El Camino Real mission
trail. Three nuggets in matrix, plus exact
location details, plus gemstone-mineral cata-
log, $1.25, Wilderness Originals, Canyon, Cal.

DESERT AND western gemstone, cutting and
tumbling rough, 17 different kinds of materi-
als $4 per pound, postpaid. Mr. Leo R. Year-
gin, 7312 Shoshone Avenue, Van Nuys, Calif.

• INDIAN GOODS

FINE RESERVATION-MADE Navajo, Zuni, Hopi
jewelry. Old pawn. Hundreds of fine old bas-
kets, moderately priced, in excellent condition.
Navajo rugs, Yei blankets, Chimayo homespuns,
pottery. A collector's paradisel Open daily
10 to 5:30, closed Mondays. Buffalo Trading
Post, Highway 18, Apple Valley, California.

AUTHENTIC INDIAN jewelry, Nava|O rugs, Chi-
mayo blankets, squaw boots. Collector's items.
Closed Tuesdays. Pow-Wow Indian Trading
Post, 19967 Ventura Blvd., East Woodland
Hills, Calif. Open Sundays.

THREE FINE prehistoric Indian war arrowheads
$1. Flint scalping knife $1. Rare flint thunder-
bird $3. All $4. Catalog free. Arrowhead,
Glenwood, Arkansas.

INDIAN PHONOGRAPH records, authentic songs
and dances, all speeds. Write for latest list:
Canyon Records, 834 No. 7th Avenue, Phoenix,
1, Arizona.

SELLING 20,000 Indian relics. 100 nice ancient
arrowheads $25. Indian skull $25. List free.
Lear's, Glenwood, Arkansas.

AUTHENTIC INDIAN crafts. Fine Indian jewelry,
Hopi, Navajo, Zuni. Pottery, blankets, Nav-
ajo rugs. Retail and wholesale. Ogg's Hogan,
Wickenburg, Arizona.

ATTENTION! FINE Indian artifact collectors.
Authentic, rare, museum pieces. Excellent
condition. Beaded bag, Panamint Indian stor-
age basket, large leather Indian doll in Wood-
land cradleboard. Pictures, discriptions to
interested parties only. Other items. "The
Coles'", 551 S.W. Coast Hiway, Newport,
Oregon.

AMERICAN INDIAN color slides. Superb mu-
seum specimens covering archeology and eth-
nology of Western Hemisphere. Excellent for
teachers, artists, collectors. Free list. American
Indian Museum, Broadway and 155th, N.Y. 32.

NAVAJO RUGS, genuine, direct from trading
posts. Large selection. From $11 to $660.
Crystals, Two Grey Hills, Yeis; single, double
saddle blankets. Vegetable dyes and anilines.
Perfect Christmas gift for man's room, den,
or children's room. Desert Magazine Craft
Shop, Desert Magazine Building, Palm Desert,
California. Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. seven days
a week after October 15.

10 WARPOINTS $1.50; 6 arrowheads $1.50; 4
birdpoints $1.50; 2 spearheads $1.50; 2 gem-
points $1.50; 24" strand trade beads $1.50.
Paul Summers, Canyon, Texas.

• JEWELRY

DEALERS! Write for wholesale prices on our
fabulous line of non-tarnishing aluminum
chains and baroque mountings. Include $1
for samples. Use letterhead or send tax num-
ber. R. B. Berry & Company, 5040B Corby
Street, Omaha 4, Nebraska.

GEMSTONE EARRINGS—turquoise, lapiz lazuli,
rose quartz, rutilated quartz, sterling silver,
$3. Two pair, $5 postpaid. Yucca Bill, Box
958, Yucca Valley, California.

JADE PEBBLE—"good luck charm" pocket piece,
and key chain with jade pendant. $1.25 for
both to anyone requesting our new free
catalog. Wilderness Originals, Canyon, Calif.

JEWELRY PARTS catalog. Do-lt-Yourself. Rings,
pendants, earrings, brooches, bracelets, chains.
Send 4c stamp. Rock Craft Folks, Box 424-D,
Temple City, California.

GENUINE TURQUOISE bolo ties $1.50, 11 stone
turquoise bracelet $2. Gem quality golden
tiger-eye $1.75 pound, beautiful mixed agate
baroques $3 pound. Postage and tax extra.
Tubby's Rock Shop, 2420V2 Honolulu Ave.,
Montrose, California.

HAVE YOU a special cabochon you would like
mounted in sterling silver? Send it to us.
Ladies or men's ring, $3.50. Give size. One-
stone bracelet, $8. Give wrist size. Pendant
$4.75, with chain $6. Cuff links $6, bola
ties $5.25, belt buckles also. Plus federal
tax. Evergreen Agate Shop. 4450 E. Bermuda,
Tucson, Arizona.

BRILLIANT 12-10 octagon emerald cut birthstone
ring, silver setting. Send size, month. Beau-
tiful gift $7, taxes and postage paid. Men's
rings, 10k plate, $9. Gladly refund money
if not pleased. Charlotte Lund, 7245 Foothill
Blvd., Tujunga, California.

• LODGES, MOTELS

MELODY LANE Apartment Motel, 6259 Adobe
Road, P.O. Box 66, Twentynina Palms, Cali-
fornia. All electric, air-cooled, trees and patio,
opposite post office, near super-market. Day,
week or monthly rates.

ROCK HOUND headquarters: Moqui Motel, Es-
calante, Utah—on Highway U. 54, phone MAr-
ket 4-4210, Dyna and Mohr Christensen. Pack
and Jeep Trips by appointment.

• MAPS

SECTIONIZED COUNTY maps - San Bernardino
$3; Riverside $1; Imperial, small $1, large $2;
San Diego $1.25; Inyo $2.50; Kern $1.25;
other California counties $1.25 each. Nevada
counties $1 each. Include 4 percent sales tax.
Topographic maps of all mapped western
areas. Westwide Maps Co., 114 West Third
Street, Los Angeles 13, California.

GHOST TOWN map: big 3x2 feet. California,
Arizona and Nevada, with roads marked. Plus
Treasure catalogue 100 items. $1, or American
Treasure Hunter's Guide $2. Foui Anchor
Archives, DM, Rye, New York.

• MINING

$1 FOR gold areas, 25 California counties.
Geology, elevations. Pans $3, $2.50. Poke $1.
Fred Mark, Box 801, Ojai, California.

ASSAYS. COMPLETE, accurate, guaranteed. High-
est quality spectrographic. Only $8 per sam-
ple. Reed Engineering, 620-R So. Inglewood
Ave., Inglewood, California.

PROSPECTS AND mines from old files. $2 cash
or money order for 10 briefs (location, values)
in Western U.S., Canada, Mexico and South
America (specify). Prospectus, Box 11, Weed,
California.

TREASURE OR metal locators, (SCR-U25, military)
tested, in case, express collect, $54.95. Also
uranium locators. Kenneth Mayhall, Belmont,
Mississippi.

MORE CLASSIFIEDS
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C L A S S I F I E D S
Continued from preceding page

PROSPECTORS! DO not be without new fluor-
escent mineral detector that operates in day-
light, is economical to use and can be car-
ried in shirt pocket. Detects many industry
wanted minerals. Useful in uranium and other
mining operations. Price only $12.50. Free
brochure. Essington Products & Engineering,
Box 4174, Coronado Station, Santa Fe, N. M.

BERYLLIUM ASSAYS with gamma-neutron Beryl-
lium analyzer. Presence or absence, $1. Quan-
titative BeO, $6. Boulder Scientific Co., 250
Pearl, Boulder, Colorado.

• OLD COINS, STAMPS
RARE UNCIRCULATED Carson City mint dollars,

1878, $5. 1882-83-84-90-91, $7.50 each. 100-
page catalog 50c. Shultz, P.O. Box 746, Salt
Lake City 10, Utah.

STAMP COLLECTORS — profitable opportunity,
high type approvals sent to serious investors
in stamps. Joshua K. Bolles, 1813 Miracerros,
Alamogordo, New Mexico.

• PHOTO SUPPLIES

COLOR SLIDES. Re-live your vacation trips. 3000
travel Kadochromes, parks, U.S., foreign, na-
ture, etc. Free list (sample 30c). Send today.
Kelly D. Choda, Box 15, Palmer Lake, Colo.

5x7 COLOR enlargement lc with regular order
from any size Kodacolor negative. Regular
price $1.25 or $1.26 for two. Quality finish
guaranteed. Arrow Camera Shop, Pottstown,
Pennsylvania.

35 mm. EKTACHROME developed and mounted
$1.50. Same as above including refilling your
cartridge with 20 exposure fresh daylight
Ektachrome $3. Send no money—we will bill
you later. Norman Studios, 9315 Elm, Fon-
tana, California.

COLOR SLIDES: Railroad, ghost town, scenic
southwest, California missions, Calico, Marine-
land. Sample and list 25c. Longstreet, 5453
Virginia, Hollywood 29, California.

• REAL ESTATE

ONE ACRE near Salton Sea, near Box Canyon,
lovely soft well water, private road, shade and
seclusion, total price $5000. Write Ronald L.
Johnson, Box 162, Thermal, California.

FOR INFORMATION on desert acreage and par-
cels for sale in or near Twentynine Palms,
please write Silas S. Stanley, Realtor, 73644
Twentynine Palms Highway, Twentynine Palms,
California.

FOR SALE — nursery, cactus, succulents, semi-
tropicals, garden ornaments and gift shop.
Retail and wholesale. Located on Highway
99, the gateway to southland's summer and
winter resorts. Long lease. $14,000 down
can purchase property with two modern
apartments (optional). Established 10 years.
Must retire. Rosso's Cacti Nursery, 25399
Highway 99, Loma Linda, California.

"THE DESERT Tomorrow." A quick look at real
estate and building in the Coachella Valley
in 1961. Amazing summarized factual article
on land value. Brief, to the point. $1 post-
paid or free with $3 trial five weeks of
Wheeler's Desert Letter, Drawer WW, Palm
Springs, California.

HOUSE, TWO bed-room, furnished, electric
range, refrigerator, water. Randsburg, Cali-
fornia. All clear. Full price, $1950 cash.
Montana G. Cozad, 10900 Jamie Avenue, Pa-
coima, California.

10 ACRES land approximately 13 miles south of
Salton Sea, $750. $10 down, $10 monthly.
2106 Pershing Avenue, San Bernardino, Calif.

FOR SALE—Rock and Mineral shop, five acres,
1100 square feet store and living quarters.
Some modernizing to be done. Natural gas,
good well. 182 feet on Highway 91. Under-
priced at $10,500. Cash. Calico Mts. Trading
Post, Box 6069, Yermo, California.

4000 FOOT frontage on Highway 380, 700 feet
depth, 33 miles east Roswell, New Mexico.
$3 per front foot. 500 feet or more: $2
front foot. Good roadside business location.
Cozzens, Box 2064, Milan Station, Grants, N.M.

RANCH. 40 acres fenced, 60 miles from fabu-
lous Las Vegas in beautiful Pahrump Valley.
Large house partly furnished. Wonderful fer-
tile soil, shade trees and water. Sacrifice.
$18,500. Mrs. Art Revert, Box 135, Beatty,
Nevada.

• PLANTS, SEEDS

CACTUS AND succulents from the deserts of the
Southwest. Free illustrated catalog. Davis
Cactus Garden, 1522 Jefferson Street, Kerr-
ville, Texas.

OLD FASHIONED large gourd seeds, mixed
types, certified, 50c. Ornamental, useful for
birdhouses, utensils, Christmas decorations,
conversation pieces, etc. Certi-Seeds, 5815
Shoshone Avenue, Encino, California.

WILDFLOWER SEEDS: catalog offers over 600
different kinds of wildflower and wild tree
seeds. Catalog 50c. Clyde Robin, 4233 Heyer
Avenue, Castro Valley, California.

IF YOU are interested in growing iris, we have
some tremendous bargains. Send stamp for
list. Roy Rogers Iris Gardens, Box D, West
Arapahoe, Boulder, Colorado.

• WESTERN MERCHANDISE

FOR SALE: My collection of sun colored glass, an-
tiques and unusual pieces. Mrs. A. E. Wyc-
koff, 11501 Davenport Road, Auga Dulce, Cal.

GHOST TOWN items: Sun-colored glass, amethyst
to royal purple; ghost railroads materials,
tickets; limited odd items from camps of the
'60s. Write your interest—Box 64-D, Smith,
Nevada.

• MISCELLANEOUS

ARTIST SUPPLIES of all kinds. Oil colors, water
colors, brushes, etc. Send us list of your needs.
R.C. Color Store, 1834 South Hill, Oceanside,
California.

PLASTIC EMBEDDING for fun and profit, no
oven. Make beautiful jewelry, decorative
panels, science specimens castings. Catalog
25c, Natcol Plastics, Box 444, Yucaipa, Calif.

SIMULATED ENGRAVED business cards $3.95
and $4.95 per thousand. Write for samples.
Tumble polished baroques $2.50 per pound
postpaid. Doney's Printing & Rock Shop, Box
246, Lucerne, Lake County, California.
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PACK TRIP with horses into primitive country
soon beneath Lake Powell. Object: photogra-
phy, exotic scenery, majestic arches, caverns,
canyons, fleeting profusion of desert flowers,
Indian ruins. No roads and, for a good part
of the trip, no trails. Salt Lake City doctor
would like to make trip but guide requires
party of 6-10. May 13-19. Flowers should be
out. Cost $150 each. Write: Paul R. Milligan,
M.D., P.O. Box 2451, Salt Lake City 10, Utah.

WAMPLER TRAIL trips—wilderness trips—hiking
or riding. Year around activities at moderate
prices with experienced organization. Visit
California Sierra Nevada, Arizona Havasu Can-
yon and Chiricahua Mountains, Carmel back
country and Mexico. Couples, families, groups
—many come alone, make lasting friftnds. For
details: Box 45, Berkeley 1, California.

SUMMER IN Europe. Visit Scotland, Wales, Eng-
land, Belgium, Holland, Germany, Switzerland,
Liechtenstein, Austria, Italy, Monaco, and
France. All-expense $1440. Optional exten-
sions to Scandinavia, Greece, Spain. Address
inquiries to Professor Erwin Ruff, University
of Redlands, Redlands, Calif.

ULTRAVIOLET LAMPS from $14.50. Accessories,
tubes, filters, electrical parts, batteries avail-
able. Free literature. Radiant Ultra Violet
Products, Manufacturers, Cambria Heights 11,
New York.

CALIFORNIA GOLDEN, black and silver bears,
also skunks, made from weed burrs, delight-
ful gifts, $2 each, plus 25c postage. Lola
Gulan, 230 Paloma Avenue, Salinas, Calif.

PAPER POTTERY kit, $2 postpaid: potter's wheel
for spinning colorful serpentine, glue, flame-
proof streamers, hobby-craft instructions. Make
bowls, horns, bells, animals. Bulk rates. In-
quiries invited. Write: "Spinfetti," Capitola,
California.

LETTERS
FROM OUR READERS

Add Gran Quivira . . .
To the Editor: I think that your recent
December issue was especially good, but I
couldn't help but notice that you indicated
the church ruins at Tumacacori as being
the only church in the U.S. preserved as a
National Monument. Although Tumaca-
cori is a lovely and significant site, your
statement is not accurate. We at Gran
Quivira National Monument are rather
proud of our mission church ruins here,
which have been preserved as a National
Monument for more than 51 years.

Gran Quivira contains the ruins of two
seventeenth - century Franciscan mission
churches, the earlier one dating back to
1629.

RICHARD M. HOWARD
Gran Quivira, New Mexico

A Trip to Mexico . . .
To the Editor: We would like to hear
from some camping folks who have outfits
like ours: a new pickup truck on which is
mounted a lovely big camper. My husband
takes colored slides and I do some oil
painting. We would like to hear from a
group who plan a trip to the Sonora area
described in your December magazine. We
have had some Spanish lessons, and are
familiar with parts of Mexico.

EDYTHE L. McCALLEIR
493 Merritt Ave., Apt. 2

Oakland 10, Calif.

Losing a Friend . . .
To the Editor: We are among the "intrud-
ers" who have been or are to be evicted
from the Colorado River lands below
Parker Dam.

To build dreams of a future of happiness
and contentment on such disputed land is
foolish, we know—but to feel and see the
majesty of the area is to become helpless
before it. We mourn the loss of our Desert
Paradise as one would mourn the loss of a
dear irreplaceable friend.

MRS. W. T. KUHLMANN
Long Beach, Calif.

NEW . . . NEW . . . NEW

TERRY'S
1960 CATALOG

BIGGER AND BETTER

Unusual mountings and findings. Good selec-
tion of jewelers' tools, equipment, supplies,
silver, books, cut stones, etc. Covington lapi-
dary equipment. Top quality merchandise at
reasonable prices.

SEND 50c TODAY FOR YOUR COPY
Money refunded on first $5.00 order

TERRY'S LAPIDARY
3616 E. GAGE AVE. BELL, CALIF.

IMPORTED FRAGRANT bouquet greeting cards
for all occasions! Roses, pansies, violets,
orchids, etc. Assortment of six, $1.65. Pack-
age of 12, $2.95. Postpaid. Rameline Gifts,
569 Geary Street, San Francisco 2, California.

JEEP MILITARY for sale, $450. New clutch,
cam, rod and main bearings, timing gears,
chain, valves, guides, pistons, etc. Rebored.
Reground crankshaft. F. Bush, 1229 Olancha
Drive, Los Angeles 65, Calif.

JEEP REAR power takeoff and custom power,
rear mounting, heavy duty wench. Each cost
over $150. Will sell either for $75. Roy Tate,
510 South La Brea, Inglewood, California.
OR 7-3707, OR 4-2921.

RECORDS—45 rpm, new condition from jukebox
route, all different, mixed, hillbilly, popular,
blues and rhythm. Minimum order 50—$5.
100—$9. Postpaid. Records, 8712 Dodson,
Houston 16, Texas.

500 GUMMED stickers, your name, address—50c.
Boxed stationery, 240 pieces: 80 6x9, 80 6x6
sheets, 80 63A envelopes, printed with name
and address $3.49 postpaid. Kalataprint,
Ironwood, Michigan.

$2 FOR any size dull finish landscape photos
colored in oils. 18x34" serape direct from
Old Mexico, $4. Allow three weeks. Taylor,
4327 Edgewood Place, Riverside, Calif.

PHOTO and ART credits

(Unless otherwise specified below or in text,
photographs and art work are by authors of
features in which they appear.)

Pages 18-19: Map by Norton Allen. 22:
Robert E. Phair. 25: Frank Jensen. 26-
27: Bureau of Reclamation photos by
A. E. Turner. 33: (top center) Bureau of
Indian Affairs. 43: Robert M. Morris.

^^"^^Qrfvytft/^-

where the road ends

TOTE GOTE begins!

AMERICA'S NO. 1 OFF THE HIGHWAY CYCLE!

Ride the Tote Gote to new vistas of adventure. Travel off the highways
and the roads far back into the mountains and desert areas where the
scenery lies in untouched beauty. Geared low for power, the light-
weight Tote Gote (115 pounds) will pull 45% grades with ease, shifting
automatically between speeds of 1 to 18 miles per hour. Capable
of carrying loads of 400 pounds in rugged terrain, the Tote Gote is like
a mechanical horse for the hunter, rock hound, or desert adventure seeker.
TAKE A FREE DEMONSTRATION RIDE WITH YOUR LOCAL DEALER

WRITE DIRECT FOR F«EE PRODUCT BOOKLET AND DEALERSHIP INFORMATION B O N H A M C O R P O R A T I O N
SIXTH SOUTH AND UNIVERSITY • PROVO, UTAH
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MOTORIZED
^rruntinq and ^ridnina

a a
. . . AND MANY OTHER SPORTS . . .

A MAN'S TWO BEST FRIENDS
—HIS DOG AND HIS PAK-JAK

All of your outings will be more
enjoyable with the use of this wonder
of wonders.

The PAK-JAK is very rugged-
ly built and will last many
years with little or no upkeep.

You have power to spare due to
the large rear wheel, geared with a
40 to 1 ratio, using a 4 ply heavy
duty 670x15 tractor type tire, the front
wheel a ' s 0 has a 4 ply heavy duty
tire.

There are many other uses for this
marvelous machine, Farmers, Ranchers,
Rock Hounds, Mineral Seekers, Beach
Combers, U.S. Forestry Service, Sheriff's
Dept., Division of Fish and Game, U.S.
Armed Forces, and many others are
interested. Some of these are now
using this PAK-JAK and have found
that it has many uses.

For further information phone, or
write—

PAK-JAK SALES & SERVICE
1140 PARK AVENUE

CHICO. CALIFORNIA

(Dealer Agencies Open)

SOUTHWEST
MARCH, 1961

CALENDAR

Arizona

3-5—Phoenix Gem & Mineral Show at
State Fairgrounds

5—Don's Club Lost Dutchman Mine
Trek, from Phoenix.

9—Mesa Miniature Parade.
9-13—Livestock Show and Pima County

Fair, Tucson.
12—Desert Sun Ranchers' Rodeo at

UNDISCOVERED WEALTH!
Buried loot, coins, silver, gold,
jewelry, battle relics! Transistor
M-SCOPE detects them all. Used
worldwide by experienced explor-
ers since 1932. Exciting! Reward-
ing! Lightweight and supersensi-
tive, the powerful M-SCOPE offers
greater depth penetration, over
200 treasure-hunting days of
battery life. From $59.50. Easy
terms. Guaranteed. Write for the
FREE illustrated booklet of fas-
cinating customer experiences.

FISHER RESEARCH LAB., INC.
Dept. 2C, Palo Alto, Calif.

SAN JUAN
TRADING POST

Modern Motel, Cafe

Rugs - Jewelry - Curio Shop

Scenic Tours

MEXICAN HAT, UTAH

Rancho de los Caballeros, Wicken-
burg.

16-19—Phoenix Jaycees World Cham-
pionship Rodeo.

17-19—11th Annual Square Dance Fes-
tival, Yuma.

18—Rededication of Roosevelt Dam on
50th Anniversary.

23-26—State Flower and Garden Show,
Fairground, Phoenix.

26—Desert Sun Ranchers' Rodeo at
Monte Vista Ranch, Wickenburg.

California

1-5—25th Annual Desert Circus, Palm
Springs.

3-12—Mid-Winter Fair, Imperial.
10-12—12th Annual Almond Blossom

Festival, Quartz Hill.

POEM OF THE MONTH

MARCH MARE
By MAUDE RUBIN

Now March has broken her
tether

And a locoed wind is loose,
A bronco that gallops the

roof-tops

And chases the last wild-
goose;

A mare that takes to the
sky-ways,

And neighs at the midnight
stars,

Calling the colts of April
To come for a run to Mars.

MONUMENT VALLEY, Utah-Arizona

Harry faulting's MONUMENT VALLEY
Lodge and Trading Post
Post Office: Kayenta, Arizona

Unique scenery, found no where else in the world; remnants of mesas millions of
years old left in fantastic monuments. See this at sunrise and sunset from picture
window of your comfortable, refrigerated room; and via several all day trips in 4-
wheel-drive station wagons. • Lodge located on a high bench at the base of a
thousand-foot red sandstone cliff. • Excellent ranch style meals. • Highway
from Grand Canyon Nat'l Park via Monument Valley to Mesa Verde Nat'l Park will
be BLACKTOP all the way by early summer. The few miles of remaining dirt roads
at this writing, are in very good condition.

42 / Desert Magazine / March, 1961
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The first man to write about Bryce Canyon, now a na-
tional park, was T. C. Bailey, a U.S. Deputy Surveyor.
The year was 1876. "There are thousands of red, white,
purple and vermilion rocks of all sizes, resembling sen-
tinels on the walls of castles; monks and priests with their
robes, attendants, cathedrals and congregations," wrote

The Beauty of Bryce Canyon
Bailey. "There are deep caverns and rooms resembling
ruins of prisons, castles, churches, with their guarded
walls, battlements, spires and steeples, niches and recesses,
presenting the wildest and most wonderful scene that the
eye of man ever beheld, in fact it is one of the wonders of
the world."
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